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Abstract

This study explored the relationship between the practical

examination and other course evaluation methods~ specifically,

the triple jump, tutorial, and written examination. Studies

correlating academic and clinical grades tended to indicate that

they may not be highly correlated because each evaluation process

contributes different kinds of information regarding student

knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Six hypotheses were generated

stating a positive relationship between the four evaluation methods.

A correlation matrix was produced of the Pearson Product Moment

correlation co-efficients on the four evaluation methods in the

second and third year Occupational Therapy Technique and Clinical

Problem Solving courses of the 1988 and 1989 graduates (n~45).

The results showed that the highest correlations existed between

the triple jump and the tutorial grades and the lowest correlations

existed between the practical examination and written examination

grades. Not all of the correlations~ however~ reached levels of

significance. The correlations overall. though, were only low to

moderate at best which indicates that the evaluation methods may

be measuring different aspects of student learning. This conclusion

supports the studies researched. The implications and significance

of this study is that it will assist the faculty in defining what

the various evaluation methods measure which will in turn promote

more critical input into curriculum development for the remaining

years of the program.

(iii)
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The Mohawk-McMaster Occupational Therapy (O.T.) Program

has been organized into a four-year curriculum with the tttr·ee

year "diploma" portion based at Mohawk College and the fourth

year "degree ll portion based at McMaster University (see Appendix

A for curriculum overview).

Drawing on the innovations in the McMaster University

under·graduate medical program .. Mohawk College developed the

G.T. curriculum with an emphasis on self-directed. problem-based

learning, clinical reasoning. and group dynamic skills. The goal

of the program is to develop an occupational therapist who

would be able to provide good patient care and implement the

Program's philosophy of G.T.

Practical examinations have been an evaluation method

used since the beginning of the program. They served as a

summative method of evaluation in the O.T. Techniques courses

(O.T.T.) and Clinical Problem Solving courses (C.P.S.). to

determine the students' competency in interviewing, assessment~

and/or treatment skills. The rationale for using practicdl

examinations are:

1. They assess complex student learning in a clinical

context (real or standardized patients are used);
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2. they ensure that students demonstrate basic

knowledge and skills prior to entering clinical

placements_ and

3. they serve to assess learning that occurs

in the O.T.T. and C.P.S. courses (complementary

courses) .

Over the years_ feedback has been received from some

students and faculty that the practical examinations do not

assess relevant clinical student knowledge and skills. Concerns

raised were that:

1. The practical examinations are too stressful;

2. the practical examinations are weighted too heavily;

3. the grades achieved in the practical examinations

do not reflect the students' relevant clinical

abilities in knowledge and skills as demonstrated in

a real clinical placement, and

4. the grades achieved in the practical examinations

do not correspond to the grades achieved in the

other course evaluation components.

Formative evaluation is a necessary process in any pro-

gram. It ensures competency in students and faculty~ and

quality of the program itself. The program has internal

procedures to ensure quality which include the O.T. Department

Review Committee~ O.T. Faculty Retreat. O.T. Advisory Committee,
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and Mohawk College Board of Governors· Program~Reviews. As a

result~ ongoing attention is given to the concerns of students

and staff. Changes have occurred over the years in the area of

student evaluation to minimize student stresses and concerns and

also to ensure that basic student competencies are maintained,

Research Problem- Ongoing critical feedback has been received

over the years from students and faculty,

concerning the practical examinations.

Valid concerns were raised that questioned

the value of this evaluation method in

assessing complex student learning, and that

questioned the relationship between this

evaluation method with other evaluation

methods used in the course.

Research Question-i) Are the grades achieved in the practical

examination significantly related to

the grades achieved in the other course

evaluation components~ specifically,

the triple jumps_ tutorials_ and

written examination?

In researching these questions_ the following assumptions are

made:

1. Courses in the curriculum have been designed and

sequenced to build upon previous learning and

experiences.
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2. As the students move through the years of study,

they are exposed to learning situations that are

less didactic/structured and more self-discovery/

unstructured. The evaluation strategies used reflect

this change.

3. The students in the course have had minimal to no

previous experience in performing in a practical

examination situation.

4. Evaluators of the practical examination receive

training by the course co-ordinator to ensure that

he/she is sufficiently skilled at giving accurate

feedback and grades before the evaluator evaluates the

students independently.

In researching these questions, the following limitations may

occur:

1. The small sample size may not be representative

of the student population that has gone through

the practical examination.

2. Results from the study will have limited external

validity. The data are drawn from the only

college-trained occupational therapy program.

It is also the only occupational therapy

progr~ that uses practical examinations in this

manner (with respect to weighting, consistency of

use, and format) throughout the entire progr~.
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3. There is limited research done on the practical

examinations as devised by the Mohawk College

occupational therapy program. Background literature

will have to be drawn from other evaluation methods

with similar characteristics.

Given that there are some terms used in this study

that may not be familiar to the reader~ the following are

definitions of frequently mentioned terms, listed in alphabetical

or'der:

Definitions

Assessment

The process of collecting~ analyzing, and interpreting

information obtained through observation, interview p

record review, and testing.

Clinical placements

The schools, community, and clinical settings whereby

the students are supervised while performing O.T.

techniques. ".

Clinical problem solving course (C.P.S.)

(OC 404/504/604/704/804/904)

A series of courses which run concurrently with the O.T.

Techniques courses throughout the progr~. Students

examine the concepts and practice of occupational therapy

through exploration of health care problems and group

problem-solving.
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Competence

The knowledge~ skills~ values, and attitudes needed to

properly carry out onels professional activity.

Occupational therapy (O.T.)

The art and science which utilizes the analysis and

application of activities specifically related to

occupational performance in the areas of self-care,

productivity, and leisure.

Occupational therapy techniques course (O.T.T.)

(Oe 403/503/603/703/803/903)

A series of courses which run concurrently with the

Clinical Problem Solving courses throughout the program.

Each course combines lecture and lab work to assist the

student in developing O.T. assessment and treatment

skills in all areas of practice (pediatrics, physical

disabilities, psychiatry, and geriatrics).

Practical examination/evaluation

A summative evaluation method used in the Clinical

Problem Solving courses and Occupational Therapy

Techniques courses to determine the students· competency

in O.T. interviewing, assessment, and/or treatment skills

using real or standardized patients.

Standardized patients

Healthy persons who have been carefully trained to

simulate the historical, physical. and emotional features

of an actual patient with sufficient realism to prevent

detection by experienced clinicians.
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Treatment/intervention

The process of interceding to affect functional change in

occupational performance by the use of purposeful

activity. It is influenced by the client's developmental

stage, state of mind p current and expected health status,

time, setting, and the resources available.

Triple jump

An evaluation method which is a three-part oral examination

used to assess knowledge, clinical reasoning skills~ and

time management in relation to a specific patient problem.

Written examination

An evaluation method used to assess knowledge by use of

techniques such as multiple choice p true/false, short

answer, and essay-type.



CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review will discuss the following:

rationale for evaluation and how it fits into the Occupational

Therapy curriculum~ evaluation methods as they pertain to

learning domains~ and studies exploring the relationship

between academic and clinical performance.

Rationale For Evaluation

Evaluation is based on a set of beliefs about what

should be done and what can be accomplished. Establishing a

base for evaluation clarifies these underlying beliefs and

gives direction for subsequent evaluation activities. The orien

tation of the program to be evaluated and the philosophy of

the school in which the program is being used will influence

the purpose and approach taken during an evaluation (Miller

and Seller, 1985).

The O.T. program has a combination of a transmission

and transaction orientation. The transmission position incor

porates and emphasizes the importance of components such as

content orientation~ mastery-programmed instruction~ and compe

tency-based learning. Education is based on what can be measured~

observed~ and recorded (Bobbitt. 1971; Bruner~ 1966:

Phenix~ 1958). The transaction position encorporates concepts

of curriculum which facilitate problem-solving, application
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of problem-solving skills within social contexts in general,

and within the context of the democratic process, and develop

ment of cognitive skills within the academic disciplines

(Dewey, 1967; Taba, 1962; Tyler~ 1949). The teaching/learning

approaches used in the G.T. curriculum reflect a balance between

structured (transmission) and discovery learning (transaction)

philosophies. Discovery learning approaches emphasize the

exploration of problems or situations by students and the resul-

tant "discovery of knowledge" t.hrough these experiences. These

are balanced by structured learning experiences where emphasis

is placed on sequencing of learning from simple to complex.

The student works through situations which provide basic facts,

then moves to conceptual knowledge and rules p and finally uses

problems to apply and practice this competency (Mohawk College

Occupational TIlerapy Programme, Curriculum Manual, 1988).

Student evaluation serves many purposes. Primarily,

i tis meant to J1e 1p the student become a safe and competent

clinician. Ongoing information is provided back to the

student so that academic progress is monitored. Better

educated students can lead to greater student and faculty

satisfaction. It is also meant to assure society that only

those students who are indeed competent will graduate and

become health care professionals with d mission to provide

quality care to individuals. This "gateway" function acknow-

ledges the accountability to the society at large (Halpern.

1987) .
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Satisfactory formulation of objectives provides clear

specifications to indicate just what the educational job is.

The objectives help define the set of criteria for selecting

content, for suggesting learning activities, for deciding on

the kind of teaching procedures to follow~ and to carry on all

the further steps of curriculum planning (Tyler, 1949). The

taxonomy of educational objectives is a classification of goals

of the educational system and as well a system for developing

goals. Bloom (1956), and Krathwohl, Bloom p and Masia (1964)

developed a taxonomy and divided it into two domains, the

cognitive and the affective, recognizing that the domains overlap.

The cognitive domain deals with solving intellectual tasks,

from simple recall of facts to original ways of combining,

synthesizing, and evaluating new ideas and materials. The

organizing principle is complexity. It runs from simple to

complex and from concrete to abstract. The affective domain

includes objectives dealing with attitudes~ values, interests,

appreciation, and social emotional adjustment. The organizing

principle for the affective domain is internalization, or how

fully and deeply an emotion, attitude, or appreciation has

become part of a person. The psychomotor domain is concerned

with manipulative skills, motor skills, and acts requiring

neuromuscular coordination. The behaviors are observable

voluntary actions or action patterns performed by the learner

and designated by the educator as being an essential portion

of the educational goal (Harrow, 1972). Table 1-3 outlines the

components of the domains.
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Table 1: Synopsis of the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives~

COGNITIVE DOMAIN

1.0 Knowledge

2.0 Comprehension

3.0 Application

4.0 Analysis

5.0 Synthesis

6.0 Evaluation

1.10 -knowledge of specifics
1.20 -knowledge of ways and means of dealing

with specific facts
1.30 -knowledge of the universals and

abstractions in a field

2.10 -translation
2.20 -interpretation
2.30 -extrapolation

-use of abstractions in particular,
concrete situations

4.10 -analysis of elements
4.20 -analysis of relationships
4.30 -analysis' of organizational principles

5.10 -production of a unique communication
5.20 -production of a plan, or proposed

set of operations
5.30 -derivation of a set of abstract

relations

6.10 -judgement in terms of internal evidence
6.20 -judgement in terms of extel·nal criteria

* (from Bloom, 1956, pp. 201-207)
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Table 2: Synopsis of the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives*

AFFECTIVE DOMAIN

1.0 Receiving

2.0 Responding

3.0 Valuing

4.0 Organization

1.10 -awareness
1.20 -willingness to receive
1.30 -controlled or selected attention

2.10 -acquiescence in responding
2.20 -willingness to respond
2.30 -satisfaction in response

3.10 -acceptance of a value
3.20 -preference of a value
3 . 30 -corrmi tmerlt

4.10 -conceptualization of a value
4.20 -organization of a value system

5.0 Characterization 5.10 -generalized set
of a Value 5.20 -characterization

* (from Krathwohl and Bloom~ 1964, pp. 176-185)
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Table 3: Synopsis of the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives~

PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN

Perception

Set

Guided Response

Mecl1anism

Complex Overt
Response

Adaptation

Origination

1.0 -passive sensory perception of what
is to be done

2.0 -learner is mentally and physically set
to do the task

3.0 -learner performs task with instruction
and guidance from teacher

4.0 -responses are ellicited automatically
and mechanically

-responses do not require mental attention

5.0 -individual learned skill is put into a
larger context

6.0 -skill adjustment occurs because of
unusual circumstances

7.0 -development of new ways to perform same
task

* (from Simpson, 1970, pp. 10-141
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The throee taxonODlies contain defini ticlns foro each of

the categories, bringing attention to selection of a full range

of objectives from ulowerJl level to lIhigher" level learning. They

suggest to the program designer the choice of learning experiences

likely to promote the objectives selected and appropriate evaluation

instruments for each kind of learning or performance which the

program hopes to evoke (Anderson, Ball, and Murphy 1975).

Evaluation Methods

Cranton (1989) suggests that when selecting evaluation

strategies, instructors tend to rely on techniques with which

they are f~iliar or those which are not time-consuming to score.

TIle J:"eSlll t may be that the type of student learning being

evaluated does not match what is expected of students in the

course. The testing procedures are divided into two categories:

objectively scored tests and subjectively scored tests. The ob-

jectively scored tests include multiple choice tests~ true-false

tests~ matching tests, and short answer tests. The subjectively

scored tests include essay tests, oral tests~ checklists, scales,

comments~ anecdotal records~ and journals. The appropriate-

ness of a particular test fo~at may be dependent~ to varying

degrees, on: the domain and level of the student learning;

practical considerations such as class size, facilities, time

limitations, or certification requirements; and special student

characteristics such as verbal ability, handicaps, age, or

previous test experience.

Cranton (1989) developed a matrix, matching levels of
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learning with appropriate testing techniques. Tables 4, 5, and

6 outline the appropriateness of the testing techniques with

the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains. In the cognitive

domain, all of the subjectively scored tests are appropriate for

the knowledge and comprehension levels. The use of checklists and

rating scales reveals the cognitive learning through perfonmance.

In the affective domain, the objectively scored techniques are

only useful at the lower levels. The essay and oral tests are

appropriate at the higher levels and observation techniques~ such

as checklists, rating scales, and anecdotal records are generally

useful" In the psychomotor domain, the "paper and pencil"

techniques are described as not being appropriate. They may be

used to assess the overlap with the cognitive domain or the

affective domain that may exist (e.g., outlining the steps in

conducting d physical examination). In most cases, observation

(checklist, rating scale) of either the student's performance

or the product of that performance IS the only appropriate

testing technique.

The "Yes" designation indicates that the technique is

always appropriate p the "Maybell designation indicates that the

technique can be appropriate in some situations" and the ItNo"

designation indicates that the technique is never appropriate.

Given that there appears to be a systemmatic and seq

uential order to learning, whereby the student masters and moves

from one level of complexity to the next. it would appear that

there may exist some correlation with the outcome results. The
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Cognitive Domain*
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LEVELS OF DOMAIN

Know- Compre- Applica- Analy- Synthe- Eval-
ledge l1ension tion sis sis uation

lYPE
OF
TESTS

Multiple Yes Yes Yes Maybe No No
Choice

True/ Yes Yes No No No No
False

Match- Yes Yes No No No No
ing

Short Yes Yes Yes Maybe No No
Answer

Essay No No Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Test

Oral No No Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Test

Check- Maybe Maybe Maybe No No No
list ".

Rating No No Maybe Maybe Maybe Maybe
Scale

Comments Maybe Maybe Yes Yes Yes Yes
Anecdotal

* (from Cranton, 1989, p. 1561



Table 5: Appropriateness of Testing Techniques in the
Affective Domain*
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LEVELS OF DOMAIN

Receiv- Respond- Valuing Organ- Value
ing ing ization Complex

TYPE
OF
TESTS

MUltiple Yes Yes Maybe No No
Choice

True/ Maybe No No No No
False

Match- Maybe No No No No
ing

Short Yes Maybe No No No
Answer

Essay No Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Test

Oral No Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Test

Check- Yes Yes Yes No No -.

list

Rating No No Yes Yes Yes
Scale

Comments Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Anecdotal

* (from Cranton~ 1989~ p. 157)
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Psychomotor Domain*
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LEVELS OF DO~IN

Percep- Set Guided Mechan- Complex Adap- Origin-
tion Resp. ism Overt R. tation ation

TYPE
OF
TESTS

Multiple No No No No No No No
Choice

True! No No No No No No No
False

Match- No No No No No No No
ing

Short No No No No No No No
Answer

Essay No No No No No No No
Test

Oral No No Maybe Maybe Maybe Maybe Maybe
Test

Check- Maybe Maybe Maybe Maybe Maybe No No
list

Rating Maybe Maybe Maybe Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Scale

Comments Maybe Maybe Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Anecdotal

* (from Cranton, 1989, p. 158)
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student who performs well in objective evalu~tionsp which aroe

effective in assessing learning at the lower levels of the

domains, should perform well in the subjective evaluations,

which are effective in assessing the higher levels of the

domains. The belief is that the student requires mastery of

the lower levels before vertical growth can occur through each

level within the same domain~

Studies

Research has indicated that the relationship between

academic performance and clinical competence is low. Rheault

and Shafernich-Coulson (1988) reported in their study that

professional grade point average (GPA) and clinical competence

were not significantly related (p).05). The records of three

classes of American physical therapy student graduates (n~65)

were examined. They had felt that a significant relationship

might exist because the professional GPA included acheivement in

laboratory-based courses. They concluded that perhaps problem

solving capabilities, manual dexterity, or personal attitudes are

more closely related than professional academic acheivement to

clinical competence. This study contradicts an earlier study done

by Pickles (1977)# whereby he reported a relationship existed

between didactic grades and clinical grades in the professional

phase of a Canadian physical therapy progr~. The correlations

ranged from .29 to .90 between didactic averages'and clinical

performance. The variations between the academic years. however,
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indicated that the correlation did not reach the .05 level of

significance for all the academic years studied. Another study

done in the area of physical therapy was conducted by Tidd and

Conine (1974). They obtained records from 285 alumni students

and found that the correlation coefficient between the clinical

performance and total academic achievement was only modest

(r~.39). They felt that the high level of significance (p<.OOl)

was sufficient enough to indicate that a student whose classwork

was poor did not tend to do well in the clinic and a student

who exelled academically did well clinically.

A study by Musher, Williams, and Chestnut (1987)

compared subjective and objective measures of performance in

a psychiatry clerkship. The sample was composed of 215 third

year medical students. The comparison between the clinic~l grades

(subjective) and the examination grades (objective) revealed ~

low correlation (r=.28). However, the correlations were statistically

significant at the p< .01 level. Their explanation for this was that

objective measureR test something different from what is being

measured by subjective ratings by attending physicians. That is,

the objective tests may not be measuring those aspects of perform

ance, for example p skills and attitudes, that the attending physician

find most consistent with their ideas of what a student should

know or how he/she should behave in order to be a good physician.

Norcini, Webster, and Grosso (1987) investigated the

relationship between medical residents· grades in clinical

competence and certification examinations. Correlations between
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the candidates examination perforolance and cli~ical perfonmance

were calculated for the 1985 candidates. The correlations were

.. 37 for clirtical judgement, .41 for medical knowledge~ .34 fCtlt·

history taking skills, .36 for physical examination skills,

.31 for procedural skills~ .35 for medical care~ .22 for

attitudes, and .19 for humanistic qualities. Both knowledge

and clinical judgement had modest relationships with examination

performance, and the clinical skills and medical care correla-

tions were almost as large. They felt that the low correlations

between the examination scores and the ratings of attitudes

and humanistic qualities might indicate that they measure an

aspect of competence unrelated to the other components. The

study, however, does not include the levels of significance to

show which of the results are statistically significant.

Smith, Price, and Houston (1984) assessed 229 final year

medical students using an objective structured clinical ex~-

ination (OSeE), and compared the results with other assessments

of the students made during and at the end of the undergradudate

course. In the OSCE~ each student passes through the same series

of preordained stations, where clinical skills are assessed by

the same examiners according to a predefilled marking systeJI1.

Marks are allocated to reflect the candidates' competence in

taking histories, performing preset clinical tasks, evaluating

physical signs, and interpreting various types of clinical data.

Although the OSeE is considered an objective evaluation p compon

ents of it use subjective measures of evaluation. The OSeE mark

was subdivided into a mark for all clinical stations and dependent
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data questions (OSeE clinical) and all data q~estions independent

of clinical stations (OSeE data). The researchers found that

there was a weak correlation between OSeE clinical [narks with

multiple choice questions (r=.11, p<.OOl).

A study in 1980 by Lazar found no significant correlation

between residents' (n~40) overall clinical performance and overall

total scores on the ~erican Board of Surgery In-Training Examin

ation (r=.267). Although the significance level was not given, the

author calculated the probability coefficients using a standard

Biomedical Computer Program statistical program.

Another study conducted in the same year by Marienfeld and

Reid found a slightly different result. They compared the perform

ance on objective written examinations with subjective ratings of

students by preceptors. The correlations coefficients for two

classes were .42 (p<.OOl, 98 students) and 0.59 (p<.OOl~

90 students). They felt that the ratings in the written exam

inations reflect the preceptor~s assessment of a student's

knowledge.

O'Donahue and Wergin (1978) compared preceptor appraisal

of clerkship performance with oral and written examinations.

Correlation between clinical rating and oral ex~ination was

.254 (p(.OOl), and between clinical rating and written examination~

.208 (p<.01).

The studies, although yielding varying results, have tended

to indicate that academic and clinical grades are not highly

correlated. They suggest that each evaluation process contributes

different kinds of information regarding student knowledge and
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competence. This information will be useful in helping identify

the possible outcomes of this study.

The literature review in the area of occupational therapy

resulted in extremely scant information. The profession is still

very young and the focus in the literature is on research that

will enhance clinical skills rather than educational skills. It

was only during the last fifteen years that physical and occupational

therapy programs were divided as separate professions in Canada.

Therefore~ most of the review has taken work done by other related

health care professionals.

The weakness in this review is that there is no study

which has compared practical examinations as defined by the

Mohawk College G.T. Program with other evaluation methods.

The practical examination was created out of a unique need at

the time that the program first began. Political pressures

from national and provincial associations advocating against a

college-trained O.T. program meant limited support for clinical

training opportunities. The practical examination was a means

to assure the clinical supervisors that the students had basic

clinical skills prior to entering clinical placements. The studies

discussed in this review have compared academic grades with

clinical grades which the student achieves over a specified period

of time. Presumably, the clinical skills are seen more than one

time and in a variety of mediums. The practical examination which

assesses clinical skills, however, is conducted only once, with

a real or standardized patient, during a period of two hours to one
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and one half days. Nevertheless~ despite the ~limiting parameters,

the practical examination is designed to measure clinical competence.

The students are expected~ within the practical examination p to

function as clinical problem-solvers who must be able to

collect and interpret accurate and pertinent data p identify

appropriate problems, formulate and implement a treatment program,

and to re-evaluate the process involved. These are the skills

required for clinical practice for the students and, ultimately,

as practicing professionals.

Therefore, the following research hypotheses are proposed:

Hypothesis 1 There is a positive relationship between

student grades in practical examinations

and triple jumps.

Hypothesis 2 There is a positive relationship between

student grades in practical examinations

and tutorials.

Hypothesis 3 There is a positive relationship between

student grades in practical examinations

and written examinations.

Ancilliary Hypotheses:

Hypothesis 4 There is a positive relationship between

student grades in triple jumps and tutorialso

Hypothesis 5 There is a positive relationship between student

grades in triple jumps and written examinations.

Hypothesis 6 There is a positive relationship between student

grades in tutorials and written examinations.



CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

This section identifies the way in which the study

was conducted, and the procedures and techniques employed

to answer the research question. It will include discussions

on population and sample, instr~umentation and data collection,

and data analysis.

3.1 Population and Sample

The sample was comprised of 1988 (n=22) and 1989 (n=23)

graduates of the Occupational Therapy Mohawk College DiploJJ~

Program. The progam is offered in an English-speaking college,

on the Chedoke campus, which is situated in H~ilton, Ontar·io.

The students have been chosen from registrants of approximately

700 through a competitive admission process. The final ranking

and selection is determined by averaging equally the four scores in

the areas of academics, college tests, interview, and questionnaire.

With respect to minimum academic requirements p the students all

have an Ontario Secondary School Diploma with good standing in

each of the following:

1. grade 11 and 12 English

2. two sciences (biology, chemistry~ physics)

3. one mathematics in grade 11 or 12.
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The college tests assess basic skills in literacy and

problem-solving, the interview allows the faculty to observe

the applicantJs presentation skills, and the questionnaire allows

for expression of thought in prose format. The students ranked

in the top 28 positions are offerred enrollment.

Table 7 lists the specific characteristics of the 1988

and 1989 graduates.

The graduating-year students of these years were chosen

as the sample because they experienced the most similar conditions

in the examining procedure in the practical examination.

3.2 Instrumentation

The following is a description of the evaluation methods:

Practical Ex~ination8

These examinations were developed by the occupational

therapy faculty at Mohawk College from 1977 to 1980. Since that

time, however, changes have been made to the evaluation methods

based on ongoing feedback from faculty and students. The practical

examinations are used as a summative method of evaluation to

determine the students' competency in O,T. interviewing~

assessment, and/or treatment skills. Appendices A-G outline the

practical examination guidelines for the courses 403/403, 503/504,

603/604, 703/704, 803/804, and 903/904 respectively. The weighting

varies from 30% to 50% of each of the total course marks. One half

of the mark goes to the Occupational Therapy Techniques course and



Table 7: Cttaracteristics of G:r·aduates

GRADUATES

1988
n=22

CHARACTERISTICS

1989
n=23

27

Language
Spoken

Age

Gender

Primary
Residence

Citizenship

Engl ish Engl ish

20-33 20-32

20 females 20 f erna 1es
2 males 3 males

3 from Hamilton 3 from Hami 1ton
19 from neigbouring 20 from neigbouring

cities in S. Ont. cities in S. Ont,

22 Canadians 23 Canadians

Educational
Background:
-secondary 22

(completed degree)
-post-secondary 6

(comp 1eted degr"ee)
-taken post-secondary 11

cour'ses

Involvement in 20
Community Volunteer
Work (prior to entrance
into Program)

23

9

9

19
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the other one half goes to the corresponding Clinical Problem

Solving course. The types of tests included within the practical

examinations are short answer~ short essay test~ oral test~

checklist~ and rating scale. The length of time required to

complete the practical examinations varies from two hours to two

days. Real or standardized patients are used. In 1987, a study done

by Jung and Brdarevic measured inter-rater reliability in the

practical examinations for the courses OC 503-504 and OC 803-804.

The Pearson reliability co-efficient of the percentage mark of .95

was the same for the two courses, indicating a high reliability

between the two raters. No other testing has been done on tne

practical examinations to measure validity and reliability. Table 8

identifies the salient features of individual practical examinations.

Triple Jumps

The triple jump is an individual student evaluation

conducted in a three-part exercise. The objective is to be able

to assess whether the student can demonstrate problem-solving

skills (i. e., ability to formulate problen~. generate hypotheses,

identify and priorize learning issues. collect relevant data,

and apply new knowledge) in order to develop an occupational

therapy management plan. In Part One of the triple jump. the

student receives a brief patient problem description from the

evaluator. At this time the student identifies the main problems,

asks for further info~ation, and then formulates the problems



Table 8: Characteristics of Practical Examinations
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FEATlJRES

Weighting Time to Test Type Standardization
Complete testing

COURSE

Year II
OC 403-404 30% 2 hrs. oral test no

rating scale
checklist

OC 503-504 30% 2 hrs. oral test inter-rater
rating scale reliability
shol'·t essay
checklist

OC 603-604 40% 2 days rating scale no
short essay
checklist

Year III
OC 703-704 40% 2 days oral test no

rating scale
short essay
check 1ist

OC ,803-804 50% 2 hrs. rating scale inter-rater
short essay reliability
checklist

OC 903-904 50% 2 1/2 oral test no
hrs. rating scale

checklist
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based on this additional information. The student then discusses

the learning issues raised and how she/he plans to pursue these

issues. This par"t should take 30 minutes pel" student to complete.

In Part Two. the student implements the plan over a period of

time ranging from one to three days. In Part TI1ree. the student

meets with the evaluator to discuss the process of the data search.

describe the data collected. and formulate the problem again to

include o. T. management plans. This part takes 30 minutes per

student to cOlnplete. The evaluator assesses the student on the

oral presentation totally and gives written feedback which

includes comments and use rating scales. Appendix H is a sample

of a triple jump evaluation form. Appendix I is a sample of a

brief patient description which the student receives in Part One.

The triple jump is used only in the Clinical Problem-Solving

courses (OC404. OC504, OC604, OC704, OC904), and is weighted

differently in each of the courses, ranging from 20%-25% in second

year and ranging from 25%-30% in third year.

Tutorial evaluation

Student performance in tutorials or small group sessions

(five to seven students per group per tutor) is assessed on an

individual basis to dete~ine the student's ability to function

effectively as a group member and the group·s ability to problem

solve as a whole. The tutor and the group members provide verbal

and written feedback to each other, outlining areas of strengths
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and weaknesses midway through the semester and at the end of the

semester. Usually, however, feedback is given at least after

every two to three sessions. Each group decides how the final

grade will be arrived at~ but it is understood that the tutor will

have to agree to the final decision. The student is evaluated on

behaviour demonstrated during the sessions only~ and written and

verbal feedback is given. The written feedback includes checklists,

rating scales, and comments. Appendix J is a sample of an evalu

ation form used. The tutorial evaluation is used only in the

Clinical Problem-Solving courses (OC 404, OC504, OC604, OC704,

OC804, OC904) and is weighted differently in each of the COU1~ses.

ranging from 20%-25% in the second year and ranging from 8%-20%

in the third year.

Written ex~inations

This evaluation tool is used only in the Occupational

Therapy Techniques courses (OC403, OC 503~ OC 603~ OC 703, OC 803,

OC 903) and employs short answer, short-essay, and essay-type tests

to assess knowledge. The weighting varies in each course, ranging

from 15%-35%.

Table 9 presents a matrix of the cognitive levels of

learning by each of the evaluation tools used in this study.

Tables 10 and 11_ respectively, present matrices of the

affective and psychomotor levels of learning by each of the

evaluation tools used. The "Yes" designation indicates that that
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t.ool is used for the level of learning and the "No" designation

indicates that that tool is not used for the level of learning.

3.3 Data Collection

Permission was granted to access and use the data for

this study from the Mohawk College registrar. The data needed

were stored in the registrar's office and in the O.T. department's

instructor's files. The collection process involved personal

retrieval of the data through the documents. The 1988 and 1989

graduates were infonmed that a study would be undertaken to examine

the relationship of their academic performance with a variety of

evaluation methods, the l'''esults of which would be available to

them through the Mohawk College O.T. Program.

Student grades in the practical examinations, tutorials,

written examinations p and triple jumps were accessed for the

following O.T.T. and C.P.S. courses:

Year 2 -OC 403/404

-oc 503/504

-OC 603/604

Year 3 -OC 703/704

-oc 803/804

-OC 903/904

Mohawk College employs a descriptive word grade system for

the assessment of a students' academic achievement. The O.T. depart

ment uses the five-point system~ 0 «50%), Incomplete (50%-59%),

2 (60%-69%), 3 (70%-79%), 4 <)80%)p to record the students'
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Table 9: Appropriateness of Occupational Therapy Evaluation
Tools in the Cognitive Domain

TYPE OF EVALUATION TOOL

Practical Triple Tutorial Written
Examination Jump Examination

LEVELS OF
DOMAIN

Knowledge Yes Yes Yes Yes

Comprehension Yes Yes Yes Yes

Application Yes Yes Yes Yes

Analysis Yes Yes Yes Yes

Synthesis Yes Yes Yes Yes

Evaluation Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Table 10: Appropriateness of Occupational TI1erapy Evaluation
Tools in the Affective Domain

TYPE OF EVALUATION TOOL

Practical Triple Tutorial Written
Examination Jump Examination

LEVELS
OF DOMAIN

Receiving Yes Yes Yes Yes

Responding Yes Yes Yes Yes

Valuing Yes Yes Yes No

Organization Yes Yes Yes No

Va·lue Yes Yes Yes No
Complex
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Table 11: Appropriateness of Occupational Ther?py Evaluation
Tools in the Psychomotor Domain

TYPE OF EVALUATION TOOL

Practical Triple Tutorial Written
Examination Jump Examination

LEVEL
OF DOMAIN

Perception Yes No Yes No

Set Yes No Yes No

Guided Response Yes No Yes No

Mechanism Yes No Yes No

Complex Yes No Yes No
Overt Response

Adaption Yes No Yes No

Origination Yes No Yes No
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grade in a course. The individual grade obtained in each of the

evaluation components is calculated as a percentage and will be

used as such in the study.

3.4 Data Analysis

The data were entered into a microcomputer and descript-

ive statistics were calculated. These included means~ medians~

standard deviations, and correlations. A correlation matrix

of Pearson Product Moment. Correlation co-efficients was pr·oduced

on the four grade-items in the second and third year O.T.T.

and C.P.S. courses of the 1988 and 1989 graduates. In order to

determine the contribution of the variables, a stepwise regression

analysis was perfo:r-med.



CHAPTER FOUR

RES1JLTS

The descriptive statistics, minimum grade, maximum grade,

mean, median, and standard deviation, for the 1988 and 1989

graduates' performance in the practical examination, triple

jump, tutorial, and written exam for the respective courses,

403/404, 503/504, 603/604, 703/704, 803/804, and 903/904 are

shown in Tables 12 through 15.

The correlation matrices for the 1988 and 1989 graduates

perforn~nce in the practical examination~ triple jump, tutorial

and written exam for the respective courses p 403/404, 503/504,

603/604, 703/704, 803/804, and 903/904 are shown in Tables 16

through 21.

In the course 403/404 in Table 16, a significant

correlation exists between the 1988 grades for the practical

examination and the tutorial (r-.464, p<.025) and for the triple

jump and tutorial (r-.426, p<.025). This is true also for the

1989 grades for the practical ex~ination and triple jump

(r-.444, p<.025).

In the course 503/504 in Table 17, a significant

correlation exists between the 1988 grades for the practical

examination and the tutorial (r~.448, p<.025), the triple jump

and tutorial (r-.732~ p<.0005), the triple jump and written



Table 12: Descriptive statistics for the courses 403/404,
503/504, and 603/604 for the 1988 graduates
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Min Max Mean Median Standard
Deviation

403/404 (N=25)
Practical Exam 58.0 82.0 67.22 68.0 6.08

Triple Jump 60.0 93.0 77.63 80.0 10.t)

Tutorial 64.0 89.6 79.84 82.0 7.27

Written Exam 53 .. 0 80.0 70.82 70.0 7.17

503/504 (N=25)
Practical Exam 53.3 86.8 71.1 73.0 8.0

Triple Jump 60.0 98.0 83.7 86.0 9.41

Tutorial 62.5 91.8 82.0 83.0 6.5

Written Exam 51.9 84.0 65.34 65.7 7.74

603/604 (N=-25)
Practical Exam 61.3 93.8 78.49 77.5 7.51

Triple Junp 67.0 96.0 78.6 80.0 7.78

Tutorial 65.0 90.0 80.71 82.5 6.08

Writtem Exam N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

N/A- Not available



Table 13: Descriptive statistics for the courses 703/704,
803/804~ and 903/904 for the 1988 graduates
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Min Max Mean Median Standard
Deviation

703/704 (N=-25)
Practical Exam 41.9 90.0 72.98 74.3 10.95

Triple Jump 62.5 92.5 78.62 77.5 9.55

Tutorial 67.5 90.0 81.61 85.0 6.47

Written Exam 30.5 89 .. 5 60.54 57.7 14.9

803/804 (N=24)
Practical Exam 55.5 82.7 70.29 69.3 7.36

Triple Jump N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Tutorial N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Writtem Exam 70.0 83.3 74.71 73.3 4.04

903/904 (N==23)
Practical Exam 60.0 85.0 72.13 72.0 5.9

Triple Jump 60.0 88.3 76.38 76.7 8.02

Tutorial 68.8 100.0 87.13 87.5 7.50

Written Exam N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

N/A- Not available



Table 14: Descriptive statistics for the cours~s 403/404,
503/504, and 603/604 for the 1989 graduates
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Min Max Mean Median Standard
Deviation

403/404 (N=r25)
Practical Exam 33.3 82.0 66.89 67.0 9.44

Triple Jump 64.0 96.0 78.74 82.0 9.87

Tutorial 74.0 92.0 85.71 86.0 4.66

Written Exam 68.0 100.0 84.51 85.0 8.65

503/504 (N==23)
Practical Exam 00.0 85.5 68.33 71.5 16.55

Triple Jump 64.8 99.2 83.25 84.0 10.59

Tutorial 78.7 94.3 86.93 87.5 4.04

Written Exam 45.9 78.2 66.39 69.6 8.79

603/604 (N=-22)
Practical Exam 65.0 91.3 77.95 76.5 8.42

Triple Jump 64.0 91.0 79.18 78.5 7.22

Tutorial 71.3 95.3 86.60 87.50 5.16

Written Exam 57.6 91.3 71.55 72.05 8.88



Table 15: DeSCr"lptive statistics for the courses 703/704~

803/804, and 903/904 for the 1989 graduates
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Min Max Mean Median Standard
Deviation

703/704 (N=23)
Practical Exam 45.0 89.4 70.45 71.3 9.88

Tr'iple Jump 69.0 88.0 80.19 79.0 4.60

Tutorial 85.0 95.0 89.98 90.0 2.84

Written Exam 32.1 82.1 63.55 62.5 13.30

803/804 (N==23)
Practical Exam 37.8 86.3 70.92 72.0 11.20

Triple Jump (N/V) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/~

Tutorial 70.0 90.0 81.63 80.0 5.36

Written Exam 32.5 88.0 73.43 76.5 10.88

903/904 (N=23)
Practical Exam 45.0 88.0 72.43 73.6 10.35

Triple Jump 80.0 96.7 85.46 85.00 5.14 ". -.

Tutorial 80.0 100.0 93.33 93.70 7.72

Written Exam 45.0 92.0 73.54 73.0 9.41

N/U- Evaluation method not used in this course
N/A- Not available
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Table 16: Correlation co-efficients of 1988 (n-24) and
1989 (n~25) graduates performance -in the course 403/404

EVALUATION METHODS

Practical
Exam

Triple
Jump

Tutor'ial

Written
Exam

-p<.025

Practical
Exam

(1988/1989)

Triple
Jump

(1988/1989)

0.344
0.444*

Tutorial

(1988/1989)

0.464*
-0.221

0.426*
0.190

Written
Exam

( 1988/1989)

0.386
0.248

0.178
0.328

-0.237
0.227
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Table 17: Correlation co-efficients of the 1988 (n-25) and
1989 (n=23) graduates performance'in the course 503/504

EVALUATION METHODS

Practical
Exam

Tl"iple
Jump

Tutorial

Written
Exam

Practical
Exam

(1988/1989)

Triple
Jump

(1988/1989)

0.386
0.301

Tutorial

(1988/1989 )

0.448*
0.337

0.732***
0.394

Written
Exam

(1988/1989)

0 .. 257
-0.094

o. 50 9*
0.251

0.479*
0.221

*
***

-p< .025
-p<.0005
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Table 18: Correlation co-efficients of the 1988 (n-25) and
1989 (n=22) graduates performance'{n the course 603/604

EVALUATION METHODS

Practical
Exam

(1988/1989)

Practical
Exam

Triple
Jump

Tlltorial

Written
Exam

"* -p< .025
** -p<.005
N/A -Data not accessible

Triple
Jump

(1988/1989)

0.353
0.055

Tutorial

(1988/1989)

0.323
-0.049

0.572**
0.259

Written
Exam

(1988/1989)

lilA
0.440*

KIA
0.327

N/A
0.256
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Table 19: Correlation co-efficients of the 1988 (n-25) and
1989 (n=23) graduates performance -in the course 703/704

EVALUATION METHODS

Practical
Exam

Triple
Jump

Tutorial

Written
Exam

Practical
Exam

(1988/1989)

Triple
Jump

(1988/1989)

0.415
0.391

Tutorial

(1988/1989)

0.616**
0.231

0.720***
0.242

Written
Exam

(1988/1989)

0.093
0.326

0.628 **
-0.057

0.256
0.347

**
***

-p<.005
-p<.0005
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Table 20: Correlation co-efficients of the 1988 (n=24) and
1989 (n=23) gr·aduates performance' iAn the course 803/804

EVALUATION METHODS

Practical
Exam

(1988/1989)

Triple
Jump (N/U)

(1988/1989)

Tutorial

(1988/1989)

Written
Exam

( 1988/1989)

Practical
Exam

Triple
Jump (N/V)

Tutorial

Written
Exam

N/A N/A ll .. 294
N/A 0.252 0.015

N/A HIA
N/A N/A

N/A
0.197

N/A -Data not accessible or available
N/U -Evaluation method not used in this course
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Table 21: Correlation co-efficients of the 1988 (n-23) and
1989 (n=23) graduates performance'in the course 903/904

EVALUATION METHODS

Practical
Exam

(1988/1989)

Practical
Exam

Triple
Jump

Tutorial

Written
Exam

* -p< .025
** -p<.005
N/A -Data not accessible

Triple
Jump

(1988/1989)

0.175
0.309

Tutorial

(1988/1989)

0.461*
0.118

0.616**
0.635**

Written
Exam

(1988/1989)

N/A
0.095

lilA
-0.175

N/l\
-0.129
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(r=.509, p<.025) and the tutorial and written examination

(r~.479, p<.025).

In the course 603/604 in Table 18, a significant

correlation exists between the 1988 grades for the triple jump

and tutorial (r=.572, p<.005) and for the 1989 grades for the

practical examination and written examination (r~.440~ p<.025).

Unfortunately, this researcher was unable to retrieve the raw data

for the 1988 written examination grades from the instructor. She

had travelled overs~as for a two-year sabbatical and could not

access this information for this researcher.

In the course 703/704 in Table 19~ a significant

correlation exists between the 1988 grades for the practical

examination and tutorial (r~.616, p<.005), the triple jump and

tutorial (r~.720, p(.0005) and the triple jump and written

examination (r~.628, p(.005). It is interesting that most of the

significant correlations have occurred for the 1988 grades and

not for the 1989 grades.

The data retrieval for the course 803/804 was disappoint-

ing. The triple jump is not an evaluation method used in this

course and therefore would naturally not be available. However,

during the period when data were being gathered for the 1988

tutorial grades, the O.T. department was undergoing major renovat-

ions and this information was lost during the process. The data

in Table 20 does not appear to yield significant correlations.

In the course 903/904 in Table 21~ a significant correlat

ion exists between the 1988 grades for the practical ex~ination
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and tutorial (r=,461, p<.025), the triple j~p and tutorial

(r=.616. p<.005) and between the 1989 grades for the triple

jump and tutorial (r=.635, p<.005). Also in this course~ the

1988 grades for the written examination were lost in the

renovation process.

The pattern appeared at this point to indicate

significant correlations between the grades in the practical

examination and the tutorial and in the triple jump and the

tutorial. Three out of the six courses had incomplete data and,

therefore. it was difficult to analyze this pattern throughout

the six courses. Correlation co-efficients were calculated for

the 1988 and 1989 graduates· performance in the practical examin

ation, triple jump, tutorial and written ex~ination for the

c'ourses that had the complete data. These are the courses 403/

404, 503/504, and 703/704. The correlation matrix is shown in

Table 22.

The highest correlation exists between the triple jump

and tutorial grades (r-.419, p<.0005), and the lowest exists

between the practical examination and written ex~ination

grades (r~.064). Correlations appear to be low for the grades in

the practical ex~ination and triple jump (r~.296, p<.005), the

practical examination and tutorial (r-.212, p<.Ol), the WTitten

examination and triple jump (r~.191, p<.05), and the written

examination and tutorial (r-.142, p<.05).

The stepwise regression analysis performed on the three
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Table 22: Correlation co-efficients of 1988 and 1989 (n=173)
graduates performance in the courses 403/404, 503/504,
and 703/704

EVALUATION METHODS

Practical
Exam

Triple
Jump

Tutorial

Written
Exam

Practical
Exam

Triple
Jump

0.296**

Tutorial

0.212

0.419***

Written
Exam

0.06·4

0.191

0.142

**
***

-p< . 005
-p<.0005
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variables (i. e., the triple jump, tutorial, and written examination)

did not contribute different results from the results of the analysis

done. One-step analysis was performed using the triple jump. TIl is

was done because the correlation between the triple jump and tutorial

was moderate to high indicating that the tutorial was not needed to

be analyzed in to predict student practical examination performance.

TI1e written examination had such low correlations with the practical

examination that it was not considered a variable that would enhance

prediction on student performance on the practical examination. The

stepwise regression analysis (n=285) resulted in R2=.301 with

p<.005 for the triple jump. Therefore, it is considered the best

predictor out of the other variables for approximately 30% of

variance of the practical examination scores.



CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

Hypothesis 1: There is a positive relationship between
student grades in practical examinations
and triple jumps.

The results do not seem to indicate a strong positive

correlation between these two evaluation components. The

highest correlation exists for the 1989 grades for the

course 403/404 (r=.444, p<.025). When correlating the grades

from the three courses with the complete data for the two

graduate years, the results indicate a low correlation

(ra .296, p(.005). This may not be too surprising given

some of the differences in these two evaluation methods.

The practical examination assesses aspects of the cognitive,

affective, and psychomotor domains. The focus is on what the

student can do given a standardized or real patient. The

grades tend to weight heavily towards the psychomotor

components. The student must think through the specific

problems encountered and act accordingly in a relatively

short period of time. The triple jump, although it is also

case specific, does not focus on what the student can do.

The student must communicate orally to the examiner, however,

he/she does not need to be concerned with skills necessary in

the actual physical management of a patient. The triple jwmp
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assesses aspects primarily of the cognitive and affective

domains in particular components such as clinical reasoning~

critical thinking~ problem solving~ self-directed learning,

and self-evaluation. The difference in the psychomotor demands

is quite significant in that the practical examination was

developed to assess clinical skills with patients, whereas the

triple jump was designed to assess how a student would work

through a hypothetical "paper" case history. Both evaluation

methods do assess clinial reasoning, critical thinking, and

problem-solving skills; however, the formats in which they are

expected to be demonstrated are different.

The evaluators are different for these two components.

This fact is significant in that the training process is

less stringent for those learning to administer the triple

jump. The success of the triple jump depends Inainly on the

expertise of the evaluators (McMaster, 1987). The tutor of

each g:roup is reponsible for the development of t11e case histories

and for implementing the procedure. The training sessions are

less structured than the practical ex~inations, whereby the type

and quality of the sessions are decided by the course co-ordinator.

Hypothesis 2: There is a positive relationship between
student grades in practical ex~inations

and tutorials.

The significant correlations between the evaluation

components for the 1988 graduates ranged from .448 (p(.025)
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to .616 (p(.005). These indicate a moderately positive correlation

for this year of graduates. The results from the 1989 graduates'

correlations~ though~ show quite a range of low correlations at

-0.221, .337, -0.049, .231, .252. and .118. These results do not

however, reach levels of significance. This inconsistency in the

1989 graduates' year leads this researcher to consider factors that

may contribute to this. One reason can be that the tutors are

trained differently between the two years. The tutor must know

the program and course objectives, function in the role of the

tutor to facilitate individual and group learning, and be

able to obtain and document evidence that describes how individual

and group learning occurs. Usually, potential tutors are required

to attend a three-day workshop before they take on this role. This

does not always happen. Also, the workshop is designed to provide

training to educators from a variety of backgrounds and does not

address specific issues related to the Occupational Therapy

Program. Again, as in the triple jump training sessions, the

type of follow-up training is dependent on the judgement of the

course co-ordinator. Another reason may be that the tutors for

each course from year to year will vary. Because most tutors

are clinical therapists from the community~ they usually cannot

commit to more than one course at a time. A third reason may be

that aspects of student perfonnance are weighted by the course

co-ordinators differently from course to course. The actual

evaluation form with the subskills listed remain the same for
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--:111 of the c~ourses; however~ the grade weight.ing of each of the

section changes. More weighting is given to the problem-solving

skills and less weighting is given to the group dynamic skills as

the students move from second to third year. Therefore~ the focus

of what is evaluated shifts from second to third year. All these

variables can influence the results of correlations in these

evaluation components.

The tutorial is designed to assess the individual

student's ability to function effectively as a group member

and the group1s ability to problem solve as a team. It assesses

aspects of the cognitive~ affective, and psychomotor drnnain.

The focus in the tutorial~ however~ is primarily on the cognitive

and affective domains and the focus in the practical examination

is on the psychomotor domain. The student performance in the

tutorial is evaluated by both the tutor and peer group members

over a period of approximately two months. The method is used for

summative and formative puz"poses and thet"e are opportunities for

growth and development of skills during all the tutorial sessions.

The practical examination is used as a summative method of

evaluation and subsequent evaluated opportunities for growth

and skills development do not occur. The practical examination

would be an excellent tool to help direct student learning;

however, the high use of resources has made this difficult to

encorporate into the courses more than one time. In the tutorial,

the students work through a series of .. papel.... case histories that
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mayor may not have standardized patients available. Only linlited

clinical skills are practiced. The process is done as a group

even though each student will receive individual evaluations.

The similarity in these two evaluation methods is that they

both assess clinical reasoning a~d problem solving. The corre-

lation for the data for the two graduate years in the courses

with the complete data is 0.212 (p<.025). The low correlations

from the 1989 graduates year may have skewed the results.

Hypothesis 3: There is a positive correlation between
student grades in practical examinations
and written examinations.

The correlation coefficients for the 1988 graduates

between these evaluation methods ranged from .064 to .384~

and for the 1989 graduates from -.094 to .440 (p<.025). This

indicates a low to moderate correlation. The correlation for the

two years for the courses with the complete data is .064. This

tendency toward the low range is not surprising given that the

the written examination assesses primarily the cognitive domain

using short answer~ short essay, and essay type tests. Cranton

(1989) identified that although paper and pencil techniques may

be used in a learning situation that is predominately psychomotor

in nature, they should only be used to assess the overlap with

the cognitive and affective domains. Observation of the student

performance or the product of the performance is the only

appropriate evaluation technique. Stratford and Pierce-Fenn (1985)
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felt that the generalizablity of student performance is directly

related to the the number of items sampled per unit of evaluation

time.. As the number items on a test incl·eases _" so does the

generalizability.. The evaluator of the practical examination

uses observation of the student performance to assess aspects

of the psychomotor domain. Some of the practical examinations

encorporate a written component which requires the student

to analyze and/or synthesize her/his own performance. Usually,

this component represents a small percentage of the overall grade

for the practical examination and is used primarily to determine

how well the student critiques the process and content.

Hypothesis 4: There is a positive relationship between
student grades in triple jumps and
tutorials.

The correlations between these evaluation components for

the 1988 graduates appear to indicate a positive relationship

in the moderate range with the results reaching levels of

significance at .426 (p<.025), .732 (p<.0005), .572 (p<.005)~

.720 (p<.0005), and .616 (p<.005). The significant correlation -.-.

for the 1989 graduates is for one course at .630 (p(.005).

The other correlations ranged from .190 to .394. The correlation

for the two years with the complete data is .419 (p(.0005).

TI1ere appears to be the highest correlation between these two

evaluation components albeit at a moderate range. Both the

triple jump and tutorial assess the cognitive and affective

domains primarily. The students work through the hypothetical
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patient case histories using similar procedures whereby they

generate hypothesis~ gather appropriate data~ formulate problems~

describe learning issues~ and outline the plan to meet those

learning issues. Following an independent data search~ the students

return to synthesize the information. For this reason, the

tutorial sessions~ in essence~ prepare the students for the triple

jump. The triple jump is usually conducted in the middle of the

course. The student would have had opportunities to practice these

skills within the tutorial and would have received feedback from

the tutor and other group members on the effectiveness of these

skills. Also, the tutor evaluates the student in the tutorial and

in the triple jump. Although the tutor should be objective in

all evaluations, bias may be an issue of which to be aware. The

major difference in these two evaluation methods is that the

tutorial is conducted in a group situation over a period of time.

As stated earlier, evaluated opportunities for growth and

development can occur. On the other hand~ the triple jump is

conducted individually between the evaluator and student and is

done once only throughout the course.

Hypothesis 5: There is a positive relationship between
grades in triple jumps and written
examinations.

The correlations for these two evaluation components for

the 1988 graduates year are .178, .509 (p(.025), and .628 (p(.005).

Three correlations were not available. Two of the correlations
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available appear to be in the moderate r~nge. The correlations for

the 1989 graduates are in the low range from -.057 to .327. These

do not reach levels of significance. The correlation for the

three courses that had the complete data is .191 (p(.05).

As stated earlier, the triple jump assesses aspects primarily

of the cognitive and affective domains and the written examination

assesses aspects primarily of the cognitive domain. The student

does not have to depend on immediate recall or retrieval of

information to do well. The three-step process spread out over

a period of one to three days, gives the student opportunities to

explore the patient case history with the evaluator and independently

If the student does poorly in step one, she/he can identify the

weaknesses and improve in steps two and three. Generally speaking,

most students pass the triple jump (60%) because there are built

in opportunities for the students to learn as well as to be evaluated

during the process. The students must present what their knowledge

base is in the written examination and must do so in a short period

of time (two to three hours). The written ex~inations tends to be

used for summative purposes and does not lend itself to learning

during the process as much as the triple jump does. The minimum

grades for the written examinations are generally lower than the

triple jumps. The maximum grades appear to be in the similar range.

The potential for performing poorly is higher in the written

examination-than the triple jump based on the ranges.

Hypothesis 6: There is a positive correlation between
student grades in tutorials and written
examinations.
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The correlations between these two evaluation components

for the 1988 graduates' year are -.237~ .256~ and .479 (p<.025).

Three correlations are not available. The correlations for

the 1989 graduates' year range from -.129 to .347. These do not

reach levels of significance. The correlation for the courses with

the complete data is .142 (p<.05). These low correlations are not

surprising given the nature of these evaluation methods. As

discussed earlier, the tutorials assess aspects of the cognitive

and affective domains over a period of about eight weeks. TI1e

process allows for both formative and summative evaluation.

The written examinations are used for summative purposes and are

usually conducted during the last week of the courses.

In reviewing all of the statistical analysis, it appears

that the highest correlations are between the triple jumps and

the tutorials_ and the lowest correlations are between the

practical examinations and written examinations. It appears,

however~ at best, the correlations are in the moderate range.

Therefore, in reference to the research question;-are the grades

achieved in the practical examination significantly related to

grades achieved in the other course evaluation components_

specifically, the written examination~ tutorial, and triple jump?

the response would be that there exists some significant

correlations. The fact that the correlations are low indicates that

the evaluation methods may be measuring different aspects of student

performance. The practical examination assesses clinical skills
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at the psychomotor level pr'irrlal"'ily, wher"eas t.he otl1er three components

assess skills at the cognitive and affective levels primarily.

These findings support the studies by Rheault and Shafernich-Coulson

(1988); Musher, Williams, and Chesnut (1987); Norcini, Webster, and

Grosso (1987); and Lazar (1980) which indicated that dcademic and

clinical grades are not highly correlated. These studies suggested

that each evaluation process contributes different kinds of

information regarding student knowledge and competence. This

study appears to support that suggestion. With this in mind,

the concern raised by Mohawk College O.T. students and faculty

that the grades achieved in the practical examinations do llot

correspond to the grades achieved in the other course components,

may not be an issue. If the evaluation methods are to measur·e

different aspects of student perfonmance_ the grades may not

have to correspond highly with the grades achieved in the other

course components to be effective evaluation methods.

The practical examination_ in its original design, was to

measure higher levels of learning within the cognitive, affective,

and psychomotor domains. It is a process evaluation using real

or standardized patients. The test types include oral test,

rating scale, checklist~ and short essay_ The opportunities exist

to measure most levels of complex student learning. In the cognitive

domain~ data analysis and synthesis are demonstrated by the

development of a comprehensive patient management plan. The student

must be constantly evaluating the process of the activity and of
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11is/her self-per'formance. Learning in tIle affective domain is more

difficult to measure in the practical examination. This can only

be measured by observing student performance. Receiving, responding,

and valuing may be observed through skills such as demonstrating

respect~ concern~ and empathy for the patient; conveying a

genuineness and openness in interaction with patient; and

establishing and maintaining rapport with the patient. Measuring

organization and characterization of a value will require other

test techniques such as use of attitude scales, questionnaires,

and further discussion, and interviews. These test techniques are

not presently built into the practical examinations. In the

psychomotor domain. the student needs to access skills of complex

overt response,. adaptat ion, and originat ion. Upon encOu11ter-iJ1g

a patient, the student must apply the skills learned in the

course into a larger context. For example, the student must

assess the patientls physical and cognitive status to decide

which transfer technique is most appropriate to use to move tl!e

patient from the wheelchair to the bed. Adaptation may occur

when the student adjusts the manual muscle testing skill to

accommodate for the patient's pain upon passive movement.

Subsequently, the student will develop a new way to perform the

s~e task. He/she may ask the patient to lift a glass of water

place it on the table. The student can determine the patient's

and functional strength in the a~ by observing how well the

patient completes the task without manually touching the muscle
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being tested. Also~ this task will let the student know how

well the patient can hear~ comprehend_ and follow directions.

The practical examinations can assess complex student

learning. Patients are chosen with this in consideration.

TIle difficulty in this process is that each student will have

different experiences to deal with and some may have to use

the higher taxonomy levels more than others. For example, the

student may have to contend with patients who are unco-operative,

t'3.:r·e pulled away fc\r unscheduled tests aJld becomes iII dut·ing t.tle

examination. Some situations will require intervention by the

evaluator; however, the stress involved in I·starting again lt can

impact on the ultimate performance. The students are aware that

these situations will occur in "real" life and that the individual

strategies that they must use in the practical examination are

part of the overall learning experience.



CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

This study was undertaken to explore the relationship

between the practical ex~ination and other course evaluation

methods~ specifically, the triple jump, tutorial, and written

examination, in response to concerns raised by students and faculty

at the Occupational Therapy Mohawk College Diploma Program. The

practical examination was designed to evaluate clinical skills to

ensure that the students were able to demonstrate basic competencies

prior to beginning their clinical placements. In the literatur~

review, studies correlating academic and clinical grades tended to

indicate that they may not be highly correlated because each

evaluation process contributes different kinds of information

regarding student knowledge, skills, and attitude.

Six hypotheses were generated stating a positive relationship

between the four evaluation methods. The sample comprised of 1988

and 1989 graduates of the O.T. Mohawk College Diploma Program. A

correlation matrix was produced of the Pearson Product Moment

Correlation Co-efficients on the four evaluation methods in the

second and third year Occupational Therapy Technique and Clinical

Problem-Solving courses of the 1988 and 1989 graduates. In order

to examine the contribution of all the variables taken together-,

a stepwise regression analysis was perfo~ed.
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The results showed that the highest correlations existed between

the triple jump and tutorial grades and the lowest correlations

existed between the practical examination and written examination.

The correlations overall~ though, were only low to moderate at best

which indicates that the evaluation methods may be measuring

different aspects of student learning. This conclusion supports

the studies researched in the literature review. Based on this

study, this researcher cannot conclude that the practical exam-

ination evaluates complex student learning, although it was designed

to measure learning in the higher levels of the cognitive, affective.

and psychomotor domains. Further research would have to be initiated

to explore this more thoroughly.

One major difficulty arose during the process of this

study which impacted on the results and which was not originally

anticipated. There were courses that had incomplete data because

they were not available. The raw data were kept by the individual

instuctors instead of being kept in a master file. This resulted in

a lengthy retrieval process~ the success of which was directly

related to whether or not the individual instructors stored the

data and how well they stored them.

The implications and significance of this study is that it

will assist the Occupational Therapy faculty at Mohawk College in

defining what the various evaluation methods presently used measure.

This will in turn promote more critical input in curriculum

development for the remaining years of the program. The Occupational
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Therapy Mohawk College Diploma Program will gradually be phased out

in 1989~ and the Occupational Therapy McMaster University Program

will be phased in in 1990. The new McMaster Program is a two-year

baccalaureate program which is open to applicants who have

completed or are in the process of completing a baccalaureate degree

or its equivalent. The rationale for this format is basically to

develop an accelerated and condensed progra~Dl to meet the serious

manpower shortages of trained professionals across Canada. In making

the new program shorter, it is important to design a curriculum which

uses instructional and evaluational strategies most effectively.

The results of this study may assist those developing the curriculum

to transfer and to utilize the most appropriate evaluation methods

from the Mohawk College Occupational Therapy Diploma Program to the

McMaster University Occupational Therapy Program.

The following questions arose from this study which require

further exploration. The answers to these questions may contribute

to the knowledge base on which to make decisions concerning

evaluation of student learning:

1) How valid and reliable are the evaluation instruments

presently being used in the O.T. Mohawk College Diploma

Program?

2) What correlation exists between the students· grades in

the practical examinations and the students' grades in

the clinical placements? What is the predictive validity

of the practical examination?
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3) Does the practical examination measure student learning

in the higher and more complex levels of the cognitive~

affective, and psychomotor domains?

3) Is there a difference in student performance when

interacting with a real patient versus interacting with

a standardized patient?
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Communication Skills

(Language Studies 1)
Introduction to D.T.
Human Biology 1
Critical Appraisal of

Literature

YEAR 2 Sem. 4
Introduction to Psychiatry
Clinical Problem Solving

- Pediatrics
O.'f. Techniques - Pediatrics
Introduction to Clinical

Practice
Clinical Practice

YEAR 3 Sem. 7
Behavioural Sciences 3
Clinical Problem Solving

- Rehabilitation
G.T. Techniques

- Rehabilitation - DC 1703
Clinical Practice

CUl~RI(~(JLU~'I OVERVIE\J

SCln. 2
Behavioural Sciences 2
Life Sciences 2
Physics 2
Nathematics 2
Literature and the Arts

(Language Studies 2)
Creative ~1edia

Human Biology 2
Critical Appraisal of

Literature

Seln. 5
Pathology
Canadian Society
Work Simplification
Clinical Problem Solving

- Adult
o.'r. Techniques - Adult
Clinical Practice

Sern~ 8
Work Analysis
Management and Organizations
Clinical Problem Solving

- Psychiatry - OC #803
O.lf. Techniques - Psychiatry
Clinical Practice

Sem. 3
Understanding Abnormal Behaviour
Man and Leisure
~lan and Work
O.T. Techniques (Kinesiology and

Physical Assessment)
Introduction to Problem Solving
Interviewing
Human Growth, Aging and Develop

ment
HUlIlan Biology 3 and 4

Sem. 6
Anthropology
Life Skills
Clinical Problem Solving

- Gerontology
o.If. 'fechniques - Gerontology
Clinical Practice

Sem. 9
Management and Organizations
O.T. Integration
Clinical Problem Solving

- Pediatrics - OC #903
O.T. Techniques - Pediatrics
Clinical Practice

~

"V
~
CD
:J
s:L
~.

~

»

YEAR 4
4A3
4B4
4C3
4D3

Sem. 10
Theoretical Base of Practice
Health, Science and Society
Advanced Clinical Study 1
Advanced Clinical Study 2

Sem. 11
Electives 6 Units

NOTE: The 11th selnester is only necessary for those students \vho have not previ.ously completed their
elective(s).

(lVlotlawk College Occupational Therapy Programme I

Cur~iclllum rv:anual. 1988)

-...}

V\
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Appendix B

ASS! GNMeIT 5 - PRACTI CAL 8<AM

ihe oractical exam is a two-oart ~xercise which taKes place within a
two-hour period during the week of Decemoer 12.

It will be graded out of 50 marKs ~hich will constitute 30h of the final
grade in both OT Techniques (OC403) and CPS (OC404) courses.

Evaluation will be based on the fol1ow~ng format:

Part A

Part 8

- 25 marKs
students will normally worK in pairs but may be reauired to
work in solo

- each student or pair of students will com~lete an initial
OT assessment of a child or adolescent with a disabil ;ty
~\Jho J,AJi 11 be accompanied by his/her parent or parent
substitute

- student(s) INill haue one hour to complete the assignment
- each student wi 11 be observed and evaluated by one

ev~luator using Part A of the c1 inical evaluation form

NOTE: The day before the practical exam, students will be
informed of the childJs diagnosis and age and any additional
pertinent information to allow time for preparation 0+
m.terial/equipment need~d for assessment.

- 25 marks
immediately following the assessment session each student
will have 30 minutes to prepare an assessment report and
trfatment plan

- the student will have 15 minutes to present the report
orally to the evaluator

- the evaluator will then haue lS minutes to question the
studlnt and prov~de feedback to the student on his/her
performance

- the evaluator will grade the student/~ oral presentation
using Part 8 of the cl inical ev~luation form

NOTE:
It is important to rememb.r that parents and children haue volunteered
for this ass.ssment in order to provide a learning experience for aT
students. ThiS' children ma~ be rec,iuing treatment at the present
time; ther.fort, discretion regarding questioning and offering
suggestions must be us.d by th. students.

ALL INFORMATI~ OBTAINED IS HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL I I

* A sch.dul. o~ practical .x~s will be posttd by th. end of November
which ~il1 indicat. pairing of stUdents, n~ls of evaluators, time,
and location (e9 M.U.M.C., CP Centre, .tc.)

(Mohawk College Occupational
Therapy Programme C.P.S. Level 2A,
1988)
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~RT A (U-~SATI SFACOTRY ~ S-SATI SFACTORY. E-E(CElLOO)

~AC~ ~t),L EJ\MIMIILN EVAtLRI1lN i~ICtff\ENr S (MAXIMUM rStOOENI" ~
rr COC403) AND CPS (OC404) !U IS I E I iSCORE I SCORE

I I I I I I
I

~REPARAi leN r-j-i-r i
- ~noose aopropriate equipment ind I I I I I,

prepare room using safety precautions I I I I I
\ I I I I

- person.l appearance r-r-j-r "') I6-

I I ! I I.. ~NIERVIEwING tECHNIQUES l-r-I-r i
- opens and closes session appropriately I I I I t

I I I I t

- et lelts i eom~iete description 0+ r-j-i-t I
problem areas I I I J I

I I I I ,
- PiCKS up cues ~verba' ina non-veroal5 1-1-,-1 I I

I , I I I I
I

- ~aCJ' Itit.S response ot chi ld ind I-r-l-l I I
parent I I I I

,
4 II

I 1
, t I I,

~HYSICA( ASS£SMENT tECHNIQUES I-t-r-l I 1....
- explores all areas indicated by the I I I I I I

situation but avoids unnecessary I I I I I I
features I I I I I I

I I I I I I
- ~ertorms tecnnlques correctly and 1-1-1-1 I I

efficiently I I I 1 I I
a) range of motion I I I I I I

I , I I I I i
b) retlex testing j-l-I-1 I I I, I , , I I I
c) assessment ot muscle tone .na pCAlltr t-I-I-1 I I I

I I 1 I I I I
- mOQltl@S Situation to SUit patient's r-t-j-t I I I

discomfort and disability I I I I I 5 I f,
I , I I- I I I

tv. JEvELOPHERfAC ASSESQl1ENT TECRlUES '-1-1-' I I I
- uses a fr~INor~ and explores all arelS I I I I I I I

I 1 I I I I I
- pertorms techniques correctly and 1-'-1-1 I I I

efficiently , I I I I I I
a) basic senses I I , I I , I

I ,
I"

, ,
r I

Sj tine motor 1-1-1-1 I I I
I J

, , I I I
c) gross motor '-1-1-1 I I I, I I , I I I
0) personil-socli17b,hivlour 1-1-1-' I I I

1 I , , I I I
e) ccgnttlue/perc.ptuil language t-t-I-t I I I

I I I I I I I
- mOatt'f! tasKS to SUit tne child l-I-t-' I I J

mentally ind physically I I I I I 7 I I
I , I I I , ,

v. FtNCII tJW: A5SES!iBi i tOft! QUES '-'-1-' I I t
- t~IOrtS all ariiS utrbally and tak.s J I I I I I I

a vantl~ of dirtct op,artunitils to I I I I , I I
explor. th.1I furth.r during the Ifsli on I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I
- pertoras techniqui. corr.cily ina I~I-I-I I I I

ttfici.ntly I I I I I I I
a) drllsing I I I I I I I

1 I , I I I I
5) latlng 1---'---'-1 I 3 I I

I I I I , I ,
VI. INIERPERSUNAL SkiLLS I---'---'-t I 1 I

- fstabl ish•• and aaintlins rapport \lJi th I I I I I I I
partnt and ch i1d I I I I I I I

I , 1 I I I I
- ShDNS rlSplct tor child/parent, exnlb.tsl---t-II , I I

em,atbY and conclrn I I I I I I I
I I I 1 I I I

- CDllUDlcatl. approprlatlly ~Ith child 1-1--'-1 I I I, I , I I I I
i ----- -- _ 1..... t---t---,-r I I I

I I
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IRT 8

2S

2

5

3

3

i
(

5

~L REPORT I~C~~~~S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~IM~ 'sTOO~)~ r

I j5CORE :SCORE
I I I

--,"~HY~S""I~tA"I"'tL~A""SS""E"'fIS91""'ERT""'--------l ----
- to include fidinas on reflex 1

development. muscle tOR', muscle power, I
range of motion, defOMDities I

- overall im~rtsslon 1....-.............".,...,..,.~..,.~.,.,.. ..........-~~~~~_I_~~~~_~~---------- ---• • Jt:.~It:.LOFf1ERTAL ASSES§1EN'f I
- to include findings r, biSic senses. I

gross motor skills, fine motor skills, I
personal/socii1 b,hlviour, cognitiul I
and language dtv,to~nt I

- ou,rail deuelopmental lev.l I
...........,.,""W""nII........,..,---r'I,..,.,....................~-__--_I_~_~~~~-~~-~~~~~~--------f r. r (NcrI{Nq[ ASSES§1EN'f I

- reDort on ill areas of s,lf-cart and I
general inde~lndtnct I

- overall im~rtssions I
I
I

~--..~"..,...~~.....................- I ~~~~-~---~---~- _
.V. :-R08LER fDENt IF ICAt IeN t

- prlorized summary of problems I
I
I
I
!

)"'T""".-"',""'R""EA~tWMEN""""r-(""'G""aq"L""'S"'M""""D""'IE""'oo"""'I~Q""'OEIIIIII'tIS"')----i-~~~~--~----------

- oescrlption of treatment techniques I
and suggested activities in relation to I I
treatment goals and problem 10 I I

I I
t I

...,...--.,~~--------~----'-------~~---~~ I__~ _Jt. STYLE I 1
- prof,ssional languagl 1 I
- appropriat, terminology I I
- organization I I
- conciseness I I
- c~leteness I I
- clarity I I

I I
------~----------l 1---

--- _.-~- - .---- ---T 0 T AL-----------------------t_________________, 1__- _

TOTAL PARTS A ~D B

A: /25 B: -----I2~ TOTAl: -----I~O GRADE: -----130

SOX TO CPS
50X TO OTT

DATE: .... _
STUDENT: _

EVAL~TOR: _

Fi 1t: CPSDTTEVAL.403p2
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Appendix C

ASSESSr1ENT ORACT! CAL E:XAM It~AT ION GU I DEL Ir~ES o C So3-5~

A simulated oatient will be used for the oractical exam. 20 minutes
be of 0 r e YOU S tar t the pr act i cal, ash 0 r t c a.sedesc rip t ion ',AJ t 11 beg i ven
to YOU with a CODY of the evaluation form.

You may taKe this form (marKed with any note! YOU make during the
preoaration time) into the practical exam. You will also be given 3
b 1a.nK she e t S 0 f pap eI' for use duri n9 the p r act i cal. -;his i s the (. iJ 1y
l,tJr,tten material you may use during the practical session. '(ou I~~ 11
have 40 minutes to do an initial assessment and will be given a 5 minute
warning before the end.

You have one hour to write a chart note on this patient using the data
gathered during the practical and using the SOAP charting format.

When YOU have completed this, IOU will meet wi th the evaluator~s) for 15
minutes for feedback on your practical session and will hand in your
chart note. At this time you will give a 5 minute critique of your
performance in the pract i cal.

You will told if the practical component was at a passing level.

(Mohawk College Occupational
Therapy Pro~ramme C.P.S. Level 2B
1988) •



O.T.T. ~ O.~.:.P.S. YEAR II - PRACTICAL EVALUATION

THROUGHOUT THE ASSESSMENT THE STUDEH'1' WILL:
1. EXPLORE ALL AREAS INDICATED. BUT AVOm UNNECESSARY FUTURE:
2. PERFORM TECHNIQUES CORRECTLY AND EFFICIENTLY' .
3. MODIFY ASSESSMENT TO SUIT THE PATIENT BOTH MENTALLY AND

PHYSICALLY
4. USE FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES AS APPROPRIATE

'JATA MAY INCLUDE INFORMATION FROM THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

I
~ \
(J
ClIO
10 U
e~
... G
0 ...."",a.... e
q) 0

Commentso..u

So

PHYSICAL
STATUS

.t""t

-other sys~ema in
volved (skin. C.V.
resp•• G.I •• G.U.)
-meG1cat1on. (co~

p11ance. side ef
face.. education)
-result of teS1:
procedure.
-involvement of
other health care
profe••10nala
MOTOR EVALUATION I

-ROM
-tone

*-strenq1:h. edur-··
ance - includ1nq
ant1qravlty ~
eel••

I -co-ord1nat1on J
REFLEXES. RkACIIOa
-poatural
-equl11br1um
-pr01:eet1ve .xten.~on

MOBILITY:
*-tranafers. safety

-moD1lity -indoor.
-outdoors
-diatance
-aicla

I
COGHrTION ,*-attention

MENTAL STATUSl -orientatioD.
PSYCII)LOGICAL * -melDOry

STATUS -JU~Dt. 1nsiqht
rea.onlne;
-problem solv1nq,
ab.traC'C th1nlt
inc;

j
:t""t~ ;=:~~:t10n.

-raad1Dq, qen.ral
fund of knovleciq.
-overall psycho
loq1cal status
(appearance. mood.
affect. etc.)

SElISORY AND
PERCEPTUAL
STATUS

•
-N

I BAIlS SERSAa
1*-hearlnc;
1*-vi.i0nI -taac.. smell
I -.peech. co~-
! teacton (vrlt:lnq,
I reacl1JlQ. tel.pnoDe.

I
SpaTIOI,
-,au. touch

I -t...-racure. p~e.~, ....
1

*-pcoprloceptton
2ggrrmRt
-.tueoqnoal.
-body sch_

1

-lIDCOr plUUlJ.Dq
-Vl.uaJ. .pactal

i ;=~~l field de- .

SOCIAL STATUS i -rol••

i
-Job hi.torrl
¥eCacloDl1ntere.c

f::
-- -eclucaC1oD

-f1Da1lc••
-~al .kUla.
relat10Dabipa
_l.i.a1l1W ak.t.11a.



~~ -oathing
-dr.s.1nc;

:u 'jO\ -ea1:1nq
'''; .:a:a -t01let1nq
3 I

Z 'll' -hyq1ene
""4 r -qrooaunq
<- -exerc1se/relaxat-
;..~z= ion
.... < .. -sex
~C-f

,
("P1 -m&Daqemen1: ofIe..

~..J

E
enV1rOnmen1:aJ.

..JW hardware (tap••~cn

~- liqhts. sC1ssors)

DISCHARGE -ho\1.~nq

PLANNING -lDV1rOruDen1:al
barr1ers
-houaenolci man-

.n aq"'D1: (orqan-.. izat1on. meal
,., pl&nD1nQ. meal
N

preparation. child
manaqUliellt)
-tr.~poJ:'tat10n

Q (private. public)

STUDEST C~ PASS PRACTICAL IF MARX I~ THIS SECTION IS BELOW 6 (pass)
·STARRED AREAS IN OTHER SECTION CONTRIBUTE TO SAFETY ASSESSMENT

81

.. SAJlETY AND
PREPARATION

•,.,
N

INTERVIEWING
TECBHlQUES

'N.....
.......

......

'0......

• en

• co

• N

! -has appropr1ate
I appearance
i -pr.pare. se1:tinc;

and use. appro
pr1a1:. pa1:1ent
safety preCaU1:10na

, -demonstrates
correC1: patient

I a••istance ana
haDd.l1nq skills
-adapts nt
proqram to ind1
v1dual patient
-d-.oD.trat.. ap
prop~iat. U.. of
equ1pmeDC. tool.
ana a1a.

-la.Dt1fie•••If
&Cd purpo.e of visit-ua.. appropr1ate
opeD-enaeci que.tion.-u... qood prob1nQ
techD1qu••
- ••cabl1.h.. anei
auUDtaJ.D. rapPG"
-11atea. to patient
-r••~. patient
(show. empa~by and
concern)
-1. awar. of non
v.rbal co-.uD1cat1oft
-.bl. to m&iDta1n
coDtJ:Ol and refoc:ua
1f nec•••ary
-project. coDf1dence
aDd prof•••1oDa~
lIIUUleJ:
-coll~. .iqD1f
lc&D~ c:1a~ eff1c
leAUy
-.a~1.f.ctorr clo.u~

of '1i.1~ (recap
plua 1c:1aD~1f1c.~1oD

of Goal. for fu~~
1DvolvelDeDc)



PART II

.~
l~

""oN

o
N

o..

STYLE

J",

L

O.T.T. & C.?S. YEAR II

?rac~~ca.l

I ORAL PRESENTATION

tuaent will prese~
lS .

f the l.mporcant
inainqa cover1nq
he follow1nq area I

1. phya1cal status
• sen.ory/perc.p~

a1 status
• coqn1t1on-menta
nd psycholoq1ca.l
tatu.
• seif ma~ntenanc

• soc1al statu. •
1scharqe plann1nQ
he presentat10n
ill also l.nc.lw:t.
dant1f1eat10n of:

en.raJ. treatmeat
tecM1que. for
lboth short ana
llOftQ term q04.1.S

••pon.. to requ••
or clar1~1cat10n

n any of the .bov
r•••• after the
r ••entati.en 1.S

1ni.shed..

-orqan1zat1en
-format
-pr•••ntation

COMMENTS

82
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GUIDELINES FOR ASSESSr1ENT NOTE FOR PATIENT CHART

SUBJECTIVE DATA

All this data is
gathered from various
sources including the
patient, his f~ily

other hlc professionals
char t, etc.

OBJECTIVE DATA

All this data is by th@
therapist.

ANALYSIS

This is an assessment
of the problem and go~ls

for Rx

What YOU plan to do and
h~.

Hay include:
n~e, age, diagnosis, date of admission,
referring physician
medical history inclUding past admiSSions,
camp1 icating diagnoses, medications etc.
social history including home, familY,
work, leisure, social supports, etc.
functional history inclUding ADL. meal
preparation, cleaning, laundry, shoPPing
transportation, mobil itY/gait
A$sistive Devices Used
Patient complaints.

Hay include:
general physical condition - tolerance,
strength, tone, reflexes~ tone
contractures,pain, ROM, coordination
sensation
vision
hearing
functional activities, balance, gait,
mobility, transfers, ADL, self-care, life
sk ill s

(1) integration of subject and objective
findings and their correlation

(2) problem 1ist - each problem numbertd
(3) goals

This includes your objectives tied into the
problems 1isted in the analysis section.

You may include here modal ities to be used.
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Appendix D

OTT A~~D CPS - ~QACTICAL E.;(AM GUIDELINES AND T!t1E ALLOTI1ENT oc "O~ -bot

1. 20 minutes before the start of the practical a short descrlotlon
1,4J ill beg I V en tot hest uden t (a rea 1 pat i en t I}J ill be use d for the
exam) •

..., 40 minutes l,,,i 11 be allowed to do an initia.l assessment-.
3. 10 minutes tor evaluator to mark practical

J. 10 minutes feedbacK to student. Stu den t I~ ill be told if oractical
is a PiSS or a fa i 1.

5. Student will have overnight to write a chart in S.O.A.P. format.
uSing the form provided. This must be handed in to the school
secretary by 10 a.m. the following mornrng.

NOTE: STUDENTS r1UST f,.JEAR SCHOOL UNI FORM

In case of a violation of a critical safety issue the practical will be /
terminated and the student will receive a fail ing grade.

If a series of issues contribute to a fail ing grade in the safety
section of practical, the student will be informed of this after the
practical. Inthis case feedbacK but no marks will be given tor the
S.Q.A.P. format component.

(OCohawk College Occupational
Therapy Programme c. p., S. Level 2C
1988) ,



O. T. T1:CBHIQUZS AND o. T. CLINICAL PROBLEM SOLVING

?RACT:CAL EVALOAT:ON

GERONTOLOGY

SAMPLE EVALUATION WITH COMMENTS FOR

~ENT: EVALUATORS AND STUDENTS

TOTAL: /40
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~'l'!:'Wm'G nCMiIO~..s

iii i ! i ; i § Ie

PDPOJtJ1ANC%
C~tr:;~

86

- i4cU:1u leU &:t1 purpo••
o~ ~i.1~

- ~... .~~:op:1a~ c~-.Ddad

qu••1:1e:m.
- \1••• qcoc! p:ocinq ~actmiqu••
- ..~ll.h•• a:d maJ.:'t&1na
r.~n

- lla1:aAa to pa1:1an1: * - - - - - ~ - - - -
- na81'ec:u pa~Cl~ (.~

.-pa1:.tly aDd c=u:am)
- U .~ o~ DCD"""~

ccaacm1c&1:1=
- ~l. 1:C 1l&i.AtU: CCD1:::Cl aDd

r.~cc:u8 i.l nM:••aary
- pro., .cts ==1danca and

p:cf•••ional m&D:ar
- ccUacu aic;:it1c&Z11: data

alf1c1euy
- ••~sf&C1:CZT claaur. c~ risit

(reca;l plu. i;c!anut1cauCD o~

qcLls fe: ~U1:urtl uvolvalC1~)

-should relate G.T. role to areas of
productivity (doing things for other oeoDle~

as well as leisure (hobbies and interests)
and not only self care------

-key area - must be aware of inuendos.
feelings, etc - and not just relentlessly
ask questions

-important to recao findings and close 
not reopen several times

-student must do no harm and consider pain.
S~ AND P~APAT::'N

skin, joints, general fatigue, etc.
i i j 4 5 -must be aware of baseline cognitive,

sensory, and physical abilities before
- ha. al'1'rol'ri&~••l'~C. g; v; ngin s t ru c t ; 0 ns to rna ve abo u t
- prepa:._ s.~q and ~••

apprcpr1ata pa1:.ic'C safety -antigravity muscle strength to assume and
p~:U=u support standinq (tib ant, quads. back

- dGIC9Uau. C:C:::.C1: l'auaD1: ex te ns 0 rs, p1us t ric e p s )
..a1.sta:ea aDd handline; suUs -sitting balance must be establ ished prior

- ac!&pta IIIl1: p~ to to transfer
ind1vic!ua.l pa:1c~_ ."'D.~"1:•• apPLcp:1at8 u.. - i n ma s t cas esat 1e as t s tan din g and
o~ equ1;11ml~~ tccls aDd &id.a ba 1an c e s ha u1d be ass e sse d + t ran sera nd

"STARRED ARJ:AS IN OTHER SECTIONS CC~IBtrr% TO SAFETY ASSESSMENT · f 0 S sib 1

PWrSTOL STA'1't1S- • • • • •1 ~ j • !
- ~ixnl~ tha .......-zl'C ~.

1'CUdC11: ~lc:wa aU ar...
indJ.C&1:8d, ba1: .~1cla

Q.DZUIC8.~ f ...~
.. p.-fCnal~_ c=:-=c.ly

&zacl eff1d.-.s1:1r
- II:M!:Lf1.. c..c. 1:0 8'IL: pa1::.LaD~

_a.uy aDd. pllyw1c:aJ.ly
- .1~1c:aB~ d&~ laY 1Ac:1Dda1

-we have focused on
-functional abilities vs specific muscle

group action

-can be done functionally - student must,
patient to do various tasks to demonstral
that they are persuing information

-passive ROM should be done after active ~

is established (only if necessary/aoprop

PAS': !!IS'1'OK%: a:zp COIG't.anrr - - - unde r s tan d ; n9 0 f ma i n pro b1emit hold i n9
.. o~ ~_- 1:"",1.,_ CsJUA patient back ll

c.v., n89., G.I., G.~.)

~ l*I1c:auClU, (cCllltU&zu:.,--- - -consider side effects and polypharmacolo~
11da effec:u, ecI1Jc:auc=)

.. i:9alv-.a-e o~ o1:AU' h--.1th
c:&:8 pJ:O~...1~.

~K ~~:----------- -
- RCK <Bead. ~.Z., t.z.,

ft=I&)
.- an~1Qr.~ty mma
.. - s1:renqcil. .D~anc.

- co-orcl1A.~~oll

- ;ro••/f1n. mo~o~

- tall.



- ha.nc1 fW1~:'~ - - - - - - - - - - - L- - - - t est for pro tee t ; vee xten s ; 0 n. 0 r ~~ ve
• - bda.nc:. Dat; ent m0 ve 0 u t s ; deb ase 0 f suo PO r t- po.~ur.

- o~h.r 11:.1tat.1cn. doing functional task

MO.I'I.:~: ,. _

C'-- t:-a:a~.n, I.l.~

- B)C11ir:y - iAdoon, QU~cor.

- d1a~.
- UU

COGNI'nOH, MDI':AL s-n~,

CO:~lU:I:c.AIION SKILLS

iii i 5
~ .tt.nt1oD .pan
• or1.nt.t~cn (time. place. per.ont
~ eoneentrat1on. comprahan.1cn
- memory - recantlremata
- arlthmat1c. sequenc1nq !
- abstraee reason~nQ, probe solVlnCJ

Jud~emen~. dec1S1cn max1nq
emot1onal stat. - behavl0r

- funee10n - mental aC11ity
(POS1tlve. coqD1tioa)

-lnit1at1ve. cr••t1vlty
- cop~nQ meehan~sms

- thought con~en~. preoc~~~a~~ons
- depresslve eq~~valen~s eg.

we~ght. enerqy, eat1nq. sleep1nq
:~ER/!~l':'?;A ?~S9NAL Si<;;':'S

- self express10n
- ccmmun1Cati.on
- aC11~~y to ge~ alonq

. . . .
1 :z j 4 5

Thrauqhcu1:. tJ::a •••••8IaID1: t.ha
s1:W!ct:
- ~lQraw a.ll u... i.Dd1ca:t:8Cl

0u1: naicb m:m8CaJI~

t ..~.- p~==- ~_tmiq1Z8. =~~y
aDd aU1c:1a1:.1y

~ 1ICd..U1.. CD 81U.~ paUaA1:
1aIl1:&.Ur .. pDysiJ::&Uy'

...i9D1f1caD~ c1at:a 11&% .1Ac:lw:l.1
BASIC SZltlZS,
• ~ n.~oli

.. ~ aMriaer
- Qa'Ca,~ .
.. .....c:A. c 1cau=

(vn.d.Aq, r..u.Aq, ~.1",-.,

SERSA'nCR:

... - ~. toaaA --t t·'
~ t~==-, p~..~~ Ie I'

., - p~oc:epd.cm.

P~JL:UIf%OlII

- .~~eD9Bce1. .
.. badT .e:a-/a1lr&&&a•••.. .,=1: pl·n";""I.I'~

- rt.1I&1..lpauaJ. aware•••

----how does patient usually accomolish this?
balance must be tested prior to transfer
(see safety section) - transfer belt use
has been taught

-these areas can be tested functionally
with general information, questions and
tasks vs using Folstein, if patient is
obviously oriented

--relate t~ chances and losses in oast
as well as present, to estaDi ish oattern
of cooing

-? feeling of control - hope for future

-not necessary to test every area unless
this is a major deficit for patient

-prioritize according to patient·s ability

-can be tested functionally on initial
interview - with suggestions for
standardized testing in follow up
se~sion - if problem areas noted
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AOl - ,.,Ior" artlS indiclt'G
v,rOllly - t~., IcNlfttlC)l
to 'I,tor, th,,, furth,r
dur i n9 Hili on

- drtlslng
- flting
- toiltting
- bathing
- groaning

IADL - t,ltphon, us,
- sno,ping
- ,ood ~r,plrltion

- hOlM"..... ng
- 'lUnary
- .iicltions
- ..., IlUIC)IM"t
- tranl,fortlt i on

-some of these areas should be assessed
functionally - which may also give
information re motor skills, perceotion
etc.

iii i i

--past jnterests/pursu;:s Wl I! esta~!lsn

meaning of roles lost/maintained
-as well as relationships lost/~a;ntained

- --is there one important person (confidante)
in personls life

- .~lcr.. all ~.. icdica~ed
ou~ .vo1e. unnec•••ary
~••~ur••

- aau may i.~c:lu(1.: - - - - - - - - - - 
rol••

- voc.uQnAiayce.ti~l i:-:ar••1:1
:'.l&u=~~.1 i=~-=.r/

=j.l~C1

- f1:&Dc:••
- local .Jc1U.. ral&U c=sMl'.
- laJ..u.:. .xi-U.s, l.~.u:.

i:~u.S'C.

la;rport .Y.UIIIUI/lcc:.&.l
D.1:Wanl=~14&:u

~ etfeet: c~ c.baIs~..
~ d1scAa:ge al'n"1nq

type of aA91~ &Ad ear.
aHll8d
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DATE:

MARKS: S
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P

MOHA~1K COLLEGE

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PROG~1

CLINICAL PROBLEM SOLVING AND OT TECHNQIUES

PRACTICAL WRITE-UP

YEAR II, 1987, SUMMER

EVALUATOR:

/s
/8
/8
/8
/8 - Critique of Practical

/4-0. TOTAL

89
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/8

!!!
!
!!!

!
~!! Subjective Data

Include in this section all subjective data for this patient.
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~(tt)

~ (!)

~ (i)

o G>
~~~ Objective Data

Include, here, all objective data for this patient.



PAGE 3 MARK
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/ 8

AM
A A
AM
A A
A A Analysis

Include here your interpretation of the previous two sections
and identified 'problems specific to occupational therapy.
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Appendix E

ac 10.3
aC704, ~ALL 1988

?PACT:CUUM GUIDELINES

Jates: ~ctober '31 ,lnd November 1. 1988

Ea. ch stu den t l,AJ i i 1 be ass i 9ned t 0 a. 10 cal c 1 i n i c a i f ac i 1 i t y ~ ".\) her'? t !t e
p r act i cal 1J,j I 11 t aKe 0 1ace ~ usin 9 a. rea 1 pat i ~ n t .

You will be cresented with:
a) -3. patient case outl ine
b) a treatment objective

j- . Pic K uD :10 ur pa. tie n t prob 1em do t 1: 00 p, m. 0 n 0c t 0ber
the Department Sectretary/s desK.

:~88 from

..,
'-' ,

4.

6.

7.

8.

Reao ~~rough the Evaluation format - there are two Dar~s 
ass~ssrnent :ntormation and tr~a.tment,

You w ill ;. ec e i ve of eedbac K and m.3,r Ks r e 1ate d tothe 0 r 3. c t j I: a 1
comconent only, PaDers will be given bacK to YOU by November 6 4

1988 at OTT and CPS evaluations.

Treatment modalities are the student/s responsibility. If ~/OU need
equipment, contact the Clinical Instractor at the facility,

Written Treatment plans to include treatment goals and objectives.
~1aximum one page - in inK or typewritten format.

The name of the patient will be given at the time of the practical.

Because yOU will be evaluated using a real patient, problems may
occur. Be prepared for minor changes due to unforeseen
circumstances. IT YOU are unable to complete the practical at the
scheduled time because of cl inical problems, a new practical will
be scheduled. No credit will be given for the preparation already
done.

9. Student must wear school uniform and name tag, and assume therapist
role.

10. In the case of safety problem(s) with the pati.nt, the practical
will be terminated and no oral presentation will taKe place. The
student will be assigned an "incompletl 8 grade in both courses (OTT
and CPS) and must re-do and pass the practical in order to pass the
courses. This will be arranged aftlr the promotion melting in
Decemnbtr (set student pol icy manual re Incompletes).

(~ohawk College Occupational Therapy
Programme C.P.S. Level JA, 1988)
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OC704, FALL 1988

PRAC;!CAl EXAMINATION GUIDELINES

Part A

Each student has be,n assigned to a c1 inical faci 1 i ty, where the
practical will take place. ChecK schedule for details.

All students will receive their cast problems and treatment management
objectives at 1 :00 p.m., October 28.

Students that are to be ex~ined on November 1, will receive their case
problem and treatment management objectives at 1 :00 p.m., October 30.

Part 8

A rea) patient will be made a.vailable to you. Each student l....,i11 be
required to carry out a treatment session, according to the assessment
information that has been provided about the patient. P~eparation time
has been scheduled in order for each student to organize the treatment
sesion. Ten minutes at the beginning of the session have been set aside
for YOU to meet with the patient and clarify information you have been
given. This 10 minute session will not be graded but will be
supervised.

Tim. BreakdOt.&ln

10 minutes

30 minutes

15 minutes

clarify assessment information (feedbacK only)

treatment <marks given)

oral justification - allow 5 minutes to prepare for oral
student will state problem presented
- discuss assessment findings
- discuss decision for treatment management outl ined
- discuss treatment implementation

Student will then submit treatment management program and leave to allow
eualuator to document feedback (20 minutes),

Part C

Student returns for TI.dback (15 minutl~).

Evaluation

Stt .valuation form ,or details.

Note: Student must ~.ar schaal uniform and nam. tag.



THIS INF~TI~ IS ProJIDED BY THE THERAPIST WHO IS TREATI~ THE PATIENT

PAST HISTORY:

Chie, Comolaint or Diagnosis
Other Systems Involved:

skin
cardi OV1SCU 1ar
GI
GU
medications

OTHER HEALTH CARE PROFESSIClW.S lWOLVED:

MOTOR E.VAL~TI~:

ROM (activl/passiue) (include htad, UlE, LIE,
trunk)

tont

str,ngth, enduranci

co-ordination

REFLE<, REACTI N I

postural
,qui I ibri.
protlctiv. 'Itlnsion
balane.
pri.i ti VI
oth.r

MOBILITY:
transtlrs (include laflty)

lIObility
i ndoorlloutdoorl
distanct
liB ulld

95



CO~ITI~, MENTAL STATUS:

att.ntion
orientation, mlmOrY
judQtmtnt. Insight, r!isoning
pro61.m solving, abstract thinking
conc.ntration
readi ng
g.nlraI fund of kn~tldgt
overail psyen. status Including mood,

app.lrlncl, affect
thOUght content (pr,occupations)
coping mechanisms
depr,ssive equivalents e.g. eating, sleeping,

IN, i 9ft t, energy

SENSORY ~D PER~L STATUS:

Basic Senses:

uision
h.arlng
tilt. SIne 11
speec~ communication (writing, r!ading,

tel.phone)

Sensat i on:

pain touch
t,~.rlture, pressur,
proprioc.ptlon

PERCEPTI~:

st.rlOCJ'osis
body schlle/~&rtnlss

motor Pllnninraprlxil
visual spatia

SOCIAL STATUSlEHJI RIH1ENT:

roils
vocation/avocational int.r.sts
r.lationshipslpartner/childr,n
finane,s
soc i ai sk i 11 s
1t isur. sk i 11 s
sUp'port· SysteM
,filet of chan~,

dilChar~ p~inning
transportal I on

SELF HAINTBWI:Ea

drilling
fating
toi leting
hYQi.n.
bathing
gr.-ing
,.ereis./r.llIation
SIX
mallgIIInt of envirDnllntl1 har~.

('.g. taps, li~ts, SCiSIOrI)
Idpltlng Iqul,..nt

ctJtefrs:

Fi 1.: PT .INFO.OC704p2
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~REATMENT EVALL~TION FORM. OTT. OC704

--------------------.-.-,----------------------,
rNFO~T!(}i C~RIF!CATICN SESSICN
,Time 10 minutes)

ICtlt1ENTS
I

I ~ 3

1 2 J 4 :J

OT Tl\EA1l'1ENT ~(lJLEOGE ~D SKI LL

2 J 4 5 6 I a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

-cam~llteness of treatment (time manAgem.nt from
beginning to end Ot session)

-demonstrates skill in communicating instructions,
feedbacK and encouragemtnt to patient

-ad~Dts treatment progr.. to individuAl patilnt
-demonstrates approprlat. us, of equipm.nt, tools
and aids

1 L 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 ~O

-preoares setting and uses appropriate patient
safety precautions

-demonstrates corr!ct patient assistance and
hand1i n9 Sl( i 11 s

-~dentlfies self ana DUrpOS! of visit
-uses aoorooriate ooen-!nded Questions
-establ isnes and maintains rapport
-1 istens to oatlent
-~eSDects oatlent (sh~s emoithy and concern)
-;s aware of non-veroa} communication
-ao1! to maintaIn control anc re-+ocus if necessary
-~atlsfactorY closure of visit (recaa plus
identificatIon of goais for future Involvement)

I
I
I
I
I,
I

I I I--------------------l-r-i----------------------
: C t I ICtlt1ENTS
I I II I ' _

--------------------:-l-r
I I
I i
] I

!

i

I I
I I I--------------------r-t-l---------------------
I I I
! I I

I I
I I
I f

I I
I I

I I I
I I I--------------------r-r-1---------------------
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I ,
I I I
I I I
I I I--------------------r-t-t---------------------
J I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I , I-------------------1-1-t--------------------
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I , I-----------------__~_'_I --------------

(continuld •••/2)

Fil,: Tx.evaJ.OC704~1
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WRITTEN TREATMENT p~

i 2 j 4 5 6 ;' 8 ~ 10

1 2 3 4 5 0 I 8 9 iO

-rationale for choice 0+ modality

I
I

TOT A L

-object i ves

1 234 5

-goals

: .;, .;: 4 5

1 2 j 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

-ooservation ibout patient's performance during
treatment seslons

-integration of problems with or treatment

-rationale for choosing the spectfic treatment
procedure

ORAL JUSTIFlCATICN
I
I CCtt1ENTS

I ! I-------------------t-j-j--------------------
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I
I !
, 1 I-------------------1-1-r--------------------
I I I
I I !
I I I
I I I
I I I
I , I-------------------1-t-1--------------------
I I I
, I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
! I I-------------------1-1-1-------------------
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I-------------------'-I-t-------------------
I I I
I I I-------------------1-1-1-------------------
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I-------------------1-1-'-------------------
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I
I I I

-------------------,-,-,-------------------
/80

AAASSING HARK IS 48
STUDENT~ _

DATE _

TREATMENT OBJECTIVE _

EVAL~TOR _

Fil,: TX.IVll.OC7D4p2
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Appendix F

OC804 - CLl~~ICAL PROBLEt1 SOLVlt~G. L2JEL 38 - !..J89

P~acttcal Eamlnation cc 503'" 90at

-: he pr act i c: ale xam ina t ion i s .~ t t;J 0 par t e ~< ere I :. e l,aJ h i ch t aKes p1ace
the weeK of February 29, 1988. It will be graded out of 50 marks.
It will be conducted accoroing to the following format:

Part A

Student will receive a brief description of the patient 15 minutes
p r i Q r t c! the i i1 t e r ,.} I e I)J •

St 1J den t ',\) I 11 ! n t er \) i et,aJ the s i mu 1ate d pat i en t for 30 rn i nut es •

(I ne €' \) a 1ua tor I,tJ i 11 0 bser tJ e and assesst hestuden t .' '= per+0 r man ce
Ij Sin 9 ~ he;: 1 i n i cal .; ~) a 1U0. ticn +Q r m•

If possible a one way viewing room will be used dur~ng the
: n t er '..J i e '/'J •

Part 8

Student will be given one hour and 15 minutes to write up the
problem. using the practical l,aJrite up booKlet (1,'Jill be posted 2
weeks prIor to practical exam).

Stu den t may use II 0 pen book II toe omp 1e t e t his sec t ion •

Pr~-wri tt~n material wi 11 not be accepted as part of the problem
1:'Jr i t ~ U 0 •

Part C

Student t)Ji 11 submit the completed booklet to the e'Ja.luators at
which time there will be a 10 minute period for feedback about the
interview.

Student will be told if he/she has passed the interview component
of the practical exam.

A schedule and any additional information will be posted one week prior
to the practicuum indicating times, dates, rooms and names of the
evaluators.

(Mohawk College Occupational Therapy
Pro~ramme C.P.S. Level 33 1988)
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o~r.-J T!CIIIIQUIS 1803
Cf1IYOX:PltOlU.lnOL~~'~

," 1'1ACrICAL. "AVIlIATIOS
, EVALUAnC!l.FOB!I

PIACrICIL.~!SSION .

PIISDTATIOR
- eanial. in penoDal
lrac.tac.. aDCl appearance
- actitude & acC10Da are in
k....lDc vith the
pmf..a1.cmal situacion

IB!OIII&rIOR GA'l1IEllIHG
- bioJ.i-....·1 V8secad.ve
a1.....
payc:ho:· meacal statUII
soc1a1.:. vocad.cm

: avoc:ac1all
: fad..ly

- orwaDized formac.
coven aU are.. in
dicated by the problem
- pacing interview
appropriately &
effecnva use of time
maDagtUDeDC

- re91~ other iSBue.
related to main problem

INTERVIEWING/ASSESSING
TECWIQUES
- op.ns SI•• ,on
- introduc•• 5.14
- ~tat•• purpos. 0+
.. int.~v"w
- involv•• pati.nt

I .xpt~n&tion

of roll
: Ix.-Ian&tion

of rot.
-.- ",'thin t'lli

U S ·G ~ & .. .comaarrs

2

8

- -";';' .-; - - - - - - - - - -- -~_. \18_ char_auue
tec:bDiquu

: probinl previ.ous
a.au

: offenug lea.
: clari.fyilll
: reflectiq
: va11clatiDl
: oJ:1aC1D1

.cac...c ..
: tibet: -

...c1ODiDI
: -uaa .UUC8
: 118tea1D1 atcaad:ftl,
: aUla opa en...

...ciCDI
: pic:lWal up OD ftnal

, ......Ebalcu..
- faci11tata ra,... iRa
pac1ac.
- ..~ft...-eo .u1C l'ac1ac'.
d18-=-iou acL cl1aabillty
- .cUlpca .cyla aDel. teda-.. ·
aiq~co .u1e.patieac'.
~,...~.. to elicit
iDfomactall
- CGDUD1a .ituaC1C1l
-..npn.ace.ly

3

8

-----------------~--------------._--
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PUCrIC&L' SESSICII. U- 1.S. G I CCHiE&lS

- c.loua.a._1m by' r....,...
auG..~1Da .plua .:La.act-.
_f~J;J~~~_fJ_f_~ut~~'"- 3caacac:CII-·,-
.. -~ ... ~ .. ~ ... ~ - .-, - .. ---:.. .~

~ - "-..-. .. _-~_-. .. _- .. - - --- ....~ ........_-- .- .... ~----.~ ~.~ .... - .... - -
- P,.obt....·id.ntificat*on~----

: .Iicits a '~D •• t.
description Gotproo, ... ar•••

: s~~~.~ntn•• i. af
proDl .... ~r.

,p.Cific ~nd
caner.t. in r.tation

--fa-or-tr.aua.nt ..- c~nicat•• 5ynOps••
o'f proal ... in an
.'ffeetiv•••nn.r ~or'

6that. patitnt

LBtEltPZiSOHAL SKILLS
- eacaDl1.ahea ana maiAcaiDa.

r..orc with pacienc
- sbaua.respecc for pacienc

anel exhibits coacea:t· and.
s,.athy

- conveys a genuinen... and.
°PlIDDes8 in interaction
nth patient

- language use and content
coaautent with patient's
level of under.taDGing 10

U - uaaatisfactory
S - satisfactory
G - good
! - excellent

40

Student _

Evaluator _

DaC. _

General Commeac8/Rec~dat10D.'LearaiDSPrescription



STUD.ENT'S NAME:

EVALUATORS:

DATE:

MARK Cct1PUTATI~:

Int.r'Ji • ..., Mark:

Write Up Mark:

Final Mark:

VALUE

OT TECHNIQUES (OC803)

AND

aT CPS (OCa04)

PRACTICAL WRITE UP

YEAR I I I, 1989

_____/40

_____/60

___.-/100

_____/50

TIME IN

OUT

102
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Name:

1. Mental Status (formulated as a paragraph) (S marks]

2. Problem List [7 marks for compl.tentss] [3 marks for undtrl ining
those problems you judge as being most sIgnificant and stating why]



104

Name I

3. Further Assessments Required (1 ist in order of administration and
justify the need for these assessments) [10 marks]

(chart form may be uSld if YOU wish)



105

4. Treatment Goals (state prioritized goals and related objectives)
[ 10 mar i< s]



Name:

5. For EACH of the objectives:

106

1. outl ine treatments related to that objectives (in ord.r of
a.crninistration)

2. state the theory base for your treatments and justify your
choices

[20 marks]

(chart form may be used if you wish)
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Name:

6. Treatment Schedule (this must outl ine course of treatm.nt until
discharge [S marks]

(chart form may be used if you wish)
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Appendix G

GUI DELlr~ES FOR PRACTI CAL El)ALIJATI Ot,!: 0<:' lto~- ~o+

The pediatric practical is a three part exercise which taKes place with
a two and one half hour period during week 6. It will be graded out ot
100 marks (50% to OTT and 50% to CPS) based on the ~ollowjng format and
usjng the evaluation form that follows.

The practical will be carried out by pairs of students on one child with
a disability~ aged 0 to 18 years. Each pair of students will reCeilJe a
briet ,=ase description the day prior to the practical. t4t the c:·a.me
time, each student will receive guidel ines is to the type of assessment
and treatment to be performed in the practical.

PART A

- t fa e t: r- ~ t ~ S minute $. I.AJ ill tle .& 11owed for a j 0 i n tin t er t) i eW QfDa. r en t
and eM i 1C :

- the next ;:0 mr nut es :~ i 11 be allot ted as II as se:· sme ntilt i me
two evaluators will observe and assess the students~ performance using
the c1 inical eval 1Jation form ':Part A)

PART 8

- the next 30 mirlutes will be allotted as IItl'eatment ll time (15 minutes
per student
each student 1,\Jill have prepared, in advance, a one page treatment
au t 1 i ne

- two evaluators Will observe and assess the students~ performance using
the c1 inical evaluation form (Part 8) ,

PART C

- fol1owir.g a 20 minute period to allow the student to :.yrlthesize ~~je

data obtained from the practical session each student will return
individually for a 2S minute oral presentation/examination (10 minutes
for presentation, 5 minutes for questions, 10 minutes for feedback)

- at this time, each student will bring in and justify his/her treatment
outl ine
two evaluators will ass,s! tht student~s performance using the
e1 inical evaluation form <Part C)

NOTE:
It is important to remember that parents and childrtn haue volunteered
for this assessment in order to provide a learning experience for OT
stUdents. ThiS' childrtn art 1ik.ly receiuing tr,atment at the prts.nt
tim" therefore, discretion regarding questioning and off.ring
suggestions~must be used by the stud.nts. ALL INFORMATION OBTAINED IS
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL.

4 A 5c'htdul, will be posted in th. third l,IIe.k, which tNil1 indicate
pairing of stUdents, namls of evaluators, date, time and location of
practicuum.
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TOT A L ---••-----------------------------

,f'AXIAlJ1tstObENf
!SCORE ;SCORE
I

I
I
I
I I
I I I---:-1 I
I ! 101
, ! I---1-1---------- ---1---
fit

I !
I I
1 I

---1-1
I,

I
l I---!-r

I

i
! i ~

---;-j SI
I I ~---j-l---------- --- ---
I I

I
I

I I---r-l I
I I

I , I
---l-r I

! I J

---1-1 I
: ! ~ 0I
I I !---1-!---------- --- ---
I 1
!

personal appearance

·~9EPARATI Ct~

enooses aooroorrate @Quipment ana
Jr~oares roam USlno safety
precautions .

~ ~ ~ F u ~ MAN l c :~~4MENIS
;~~SATIS-iSAT!S- EXCELLENT tN/AI
IFACTORY !FACTORY
I ;-------------- ---- ---- ----;-:---------- --

i
I

· e i lei t s ccmD i et e oescr IDt I on ot
problem areas .

- mool t I e~. the SI tuat 1on to SU I t the 1--
parfnt~s discomfort and disabil ity !

· ?erfOrms tecnnlques correctly a.nd
efficiently for:
a) ranoe Of motion
b) reffex seatir.c I
c) assessment of-musclp tonp ~ onw,rf

. ,

IV DEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMSNT
TEC~IQUES

- ~ses a fr~t~orK-ex~lor!s all areas

:! I PHYSI CAL ASSESSMENT TECrNI QUES
• e~!) i ores a] 1 ~reas i ndi cated by the

situatIon Dut avoids unnecessary
feature:

- pertorms techniQues corrtctly ana
efficiently for:
a) t.as i c :·en!.!s
b) fine motor
~) Qross motor
d) personal social/behaviour
e) cocnitiue/Dercrptual/languag.
f) AO( .

I :~ITE~IEWING TEC~IQUES
· opfns ana closes session

approprIately

· picks up cues ~verDal &non-verca})

· tac 1; I ~ates resoonses ot parent
and ch: 1d

I
I
! I

! I
I I

~~~-~~--"""""'-""""~-11--- --- ---II_It I'- modltres tasks to SUit the cnlid
rrlent a11 y and phys i call y I I I 10 I

r I , 1--------------1 1-1---------- l---
V INTERPERS~L SKI LLS I I I I
- !sta.b1 i shes and maintains rapport I I I I

with chi 1d and paren t I I I I
, , I I

~-~s~h~o.a~s~re~s~p~ec~t-t~o~r--llp~i·t~le~n"'t~;-e~xht-l,""6-1tplllls-I l-Y I
'lft1tathy and conclrn I I : I

, I I I
---~c~CIIID~u~n~1c~a~t~es~ap......p~r~op~r-1~at~t"'ly-w-I....th--I I-I I

chi ld I I I 1
I , I I

~-~a~c~ts~1~n~i-p~r~D~ttIlllllllS~S-1o...n....a...' --m-anlllllllln-e-r-a-s-a-'I 1-1 I
team member I I I I

I I I I
--~m~a~1n~.t~a""ln~s-co-n-P-tr-D....l-o..,f~a-s-s-,s-sm-tn...t--J 1-' I

session I I I 51

--------------~,--- ~-I---------- ---1---
401

-------------------------------------;._--,._--
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~RT 8
~EA~ENT SESSICN

! e E F d RMAN CE :cOMMENtS
IUNSATIS- SATIS- ~CELLENT NlAI
I FACTORY :=ACTORY

---------------,------ ----

I f'AXIH~: StOOENt
!SCORE ;SCORE

C~E?ARATICN

encoses acp~oortate eQuIpment
:~eoare~ cnlld ~no oarent
~ses sate~y oreciutlons 51

~ i--------------- ---- ---- ----;-,-----------

I

51I
I____,_0,
I

-~EATMENT TECHNIQUES
demonstrates :.k i 11 I n treatment
~ncorDoratinQ Kncwltdge of safety,
Jnyslca} condition (basIc senlts.
:one, ~tc.) :n t~! foll~in9: .

~a.nai I ng

I
I

I
~:~ue~C~l~t-:c-:-j-e-1t-m-e-nt-c-It-o-e-v-e-,o-p-m-'n-t-a....I i---
areas I

!

,
I

51
I ! I

~~~~~---------- ---- ---- ----T-~-----------------, Oosltlonlng

101

- ~DL

- modities task to SUit ~ht cnJ1d
mentally and ~hYslcal~y

:NTERPERSCt~L E:i{I :":"S

I
I !

----1-1
! I
I
I I----'-1, ,
I .
I i
, !

----i-\
I '
I--- I ' _

--- 1-:

lTAL--

~lintains raDDort with oartnts and
:h i 1d .. ,

i, ,
snCfNS reSDeet tor oa.tlent: exnlblts I ----i-I
i!mDlthy and concern· I I !

1 I I I
~:CCTi~m~un~l~c~a"'!"'tl~s~a~Dp~r~o~Dr~l~illllPt,IIIIIIIIII"'y-IN-..Il1t~n--i ----i-l :
:h i 1d, fae i \ i tit i ng max imUID r.lponsl' I 1 1

I I I I
~nl~llIIIIIIn~ta~l~n-s-c-o-n·tr-o"'i-ot""'a-ss-'-I-IIII-n"'t--'I ----1-1 I
session I I I 51

--------------1---..:.---- ----,--,----------- ---1---· -----1 301
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PART C
8RAL JUSTIF!CATI~

IfWtIMtI'1IStObENt
ISCORE lSCORE,
1
1
I I
I I
I f

I I
I I
I I
I I
I 51
I I
t I
t I
I I
t 1
J J

I I
1 I
I 1
I 51I

I I
I i
I I
I I
I I
I 1
I I
I I
I I
I 51
I I
I r, r

1 I
I I
1 I
I I
I I
t I
I 101, ,
1 I
I I
I I -..
I I
I i
I I
I I
I I
I 51
I I

I

I I

• 301
I t

- format~ presentation

r I I PROBLEM IDENTIFI CATI~

v STYlE

I
I
I
I
I I---1-[----------
I I
I J

I I
I t
I I
I I
I !
I I
r I---I-j----------
I I
I !
I
I
I
I
I
I_________________-- '_1 ----

IV TQ~"'THOO OUTLINE

- justification ot trfltment oOils
and ChOSIR techniquis and any
modifications ntClssary based on
assessment findings

- ~ummary of oroblems In order of
pr J or I ty

TOT A L ---------.-----------------------------

l 0 ERFOR MAN CE iCOMBENtS
ILNSATIS-fSATIS- I 8(CELLENT INiAI
IFACTORY IFACTORY I I I

---- , --- ---1-1----------
j i ~

PHYSI CAL ASSES91ENT' I
I I

- to include findings on reflex I I
deultoDmtnt, muscre tont, muscle I I
oow,r, range of motion, deformities I I

- overall im~r,ssions I I
I I
I I
I I !-------------t '-1----------

II DEVELOPMENTAL ASSES91ENT I I I
I I r

- ~o includ' findings r, basic sens,s,l I I
9r~ss motDr skills, fine motor I I I
sK III Sit personll/soc i II behlv i our. I I I
c.ogn it i VI and 1angulOI, ADL . t , I
~evtjo~mtnt ~hlre apPlicable I I I

- oeuliopm.ntal leuli I I I
! 1 l-------------- r-t----------

I I
I !
I I
I
I

TOTAL PARTS: A ----B _

C _

SO-~ TO CPS

~o-~ TO OTT····

___..../tOO



Appendix.H

TRIPLE JUMP

EVALUATION FORM

STUDENT DATE

TUTOR

112

PART I

HYPOTHESIS GENERATION

Key mechanisms of problem
(comprehensive, clear,
relevant)

IMMEDIATE DATA SEARCH

Appropriate & Efficient
Data Gatherinq

IMARKS I

2

3

COMMENTS

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Final problem formulation
should adequately characterize
patient problems 3

LEARNING ISSUES

Description of learning issues
raised by problem 2

LEARNING PLAN

OUtline of plan to pursue
these issues 2

MAXIMUM 12

PART II

INDEPENDENT DATA SEARCH

Description of process of imple
mentation of learning plan
(efficient use of time and re
sources). Description of data
collected (accw:ate, at appro
priate level)

MAXIMUM 2

2

PART III

SYNTBESIS

Ability to synthesize data into
new problem fo~la~an usinq
bio-psychosocial approach.
Outline of O.T. process (c"linical
features, goals, treatment) 7

Style (Orqanization, Presentat-
ion) 4

MAXDmM 11

TO'l'AL GRADE 2S



Appendix I

TRIPLE JUMP SAMPLE

113

Mrs. Gibson is an 86 year old woman admittd to the Rehab
unit after surgery for a total hip replacement, following a
fall at home in which she f~actured her l~ft hip.

(This information is given to the student).



PREPARATION
De.on_trates the ability to:
-provide sound references (quellty.
quantlt,. and variety)

-appl, critical appraise' skills
-utilize preparat'on tl.e
effectlvel,

~ROBLE" ~O~NG SKILLS
be.on.fr.te. fhe .611It, tal
-~enerate h,potheses
-Identlf, probee.s
-Ident'f, learning I••ue.
-appl, new knowledge
-follow-up unresolved or recognized

'ssu•• Cldentlfled)
liRour-UTN""'l;:i
-Attend. all .esslons punctuall, -
e.plalns absence.

-present. relevant deta
-Inlt'.te. dIscussion
-encourages group participation and
.el ntenence b, I

-sharing data
-supporting others
-probing
-clarlf,lng
-d••onstretlng courte.,
-11.tenlng .ffect'vel,

C.P.s. TUTORIAL EVALUATION

GR H f

MID-TERM

FINAL

4

MID-TERM

8
FINAL

MID-TERM

fiNAL

5

~
tod

CD::s
p.......
~

~

EVA[UATION
~Iu••arlzes Issues
-critiques probl •• solutions I
processes - ·content vs. feellnps·

-d••on,trltes the Ibillt, to eveluete
-self -peers

LEARNINg-PRESCRIPTION
-iu••arizlng - .re.s of strenpth

- ereas which require
attention

STUDENT'S SIGNATURE.

3

MID-TERH

FINAL

MID-TERM

fiNAL

TUTOR'S SIGNATURE:

J-l
~
~


